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0. Executive Summary 

This document Deliverable 6.2 Report on dissemination, communication, engagement and the 

Database of Key Stakeholders integrates a number of previously separate deliverables (D 1.4, 

D 1.6, D6.1, and 6.2, submitted in August/September 2017, resubmitted in January 2018) on 

the achievements of WP6 into one document. It provides an update on the latest developments 

and changes made in the amendment, and presents the planning until the end of the project in 

February 2019. It was developed as part of HoNESt – History of Nuclear Energy and Society, a 

project funded by the Euratom Research and Training Programme 2014-2018 under Grant 

Agreement No. 662268. It lays down the general approach and core aspects of Work Package 

6 (WP6) – Dissemination and Engagement. 

WP6 – Dissemination and Engagement – has the goal to ensure that the impacts outlined in the 

call and taken up in the DoA (p. 13) will be achieved, and that the two main target groups of 

communication and dissemination will be adequately addressed and reached. Among the goals 

of WP6 is thus to 1) disseminate research findings back to stakeholders and the public, 2) to 

discuss the implications of the results with these groups, and 3) to refine the outputs to provide 

relevant policy options. 

The Report on dissemination, communication, engagement and the Database of Key 

Stakeholders describes the overall strategy to achieve these goals, based on the state of the 

art, and focusing specifically on the following aspects: 

1. Relevant impacts and their achievement through cooperation across WPs 

2. Theory: Embedding HoNESt’s work in the State of the Art 

3. Strategy and Methodology  

4. Dissemination and Communication Tools 

5. Stakeholder Engagement 

6. Stakeholder Database and its uses 

7. Indicators to assess impact 
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1. Relevant Impacts and their achievement through 

cooperation across WPs 

Building on the Call, the DoA has specified five different impacts (p. 13). In order to achieve 

them, the efforts of the different work packages will coalesce in the efforts of dissemination, 

communication and actual stakeholder engagement. 

Impact A: To contribute to the understanding of factors triggering societal engagement 

with nuclear energy and other nuclear applications. 

In their entirety, HoNESt’s research efforts within the Work Packages (WP) 2-5 have 

substantially contributed to improving our “understanding of the factors triggering societal 

engagement” with nuclear power. Further analyses will continue to do so, and thus help to 

achieve this impact. WP2 has laid a solid foundation for these efforts, notably by presenting 

comprehensive information in English for the first time in the Short Country Reports for 20 

countries’ histories of engaging with nuclear power. These reports were devised to provide an 

accessible overview and will serve as an important document summarizing findings to be 

discussed with stakeholders. Furthermore, based on the comprehensive information and 

analyses of 100 events exemplifying engagement practice across 20 countries assembled in the 

Short Country Reports, and the contextual narratives for 19 European countries and the United 

States, historians will further explore comparative and transnational themes – such as Atoms for 

Peace, Siting at the Border, or Nuclear as a Public Technology. This will provide further insights 

into the factors of societal engagement that will be mobilized for stakeholder engagement and 

innovative publications. 

Similarly, based on the guidance framework developed in interdisciplinary collaboration in WP3, 

which informed historians’ data collection, WP4 is undertaking a systematic analysis of different 

facets of societal engagement. Not only will these be disseminated to stakeholders and inform 

academic publications but also will it provide the necessary input to structure the data collection 

for WP5. This WP explored nuclear engagement futures in a series of participatory ‘backcasting’ 

workshops with nuclear industry, regulatory and civil society stakeholders. To do this, input from 

the historical and social scientific analysis from the previous Work Packages will inform this 

‘future space’ that the stakeholders will flesh out during the exercises presented to them in the 

workshops. Thus, the dissemination activities of WP6 have been designed in concert with the 

data collection through participatory methods for WP5 (see in greater detail below). 

Responding to the Call, HoNESt’s work is not limited to nuclear energy, but – for a contrast – 

also includes research on public perceptions of the use of isotopes (deliverable D2.8) e.g. in 

medical applications. Unlike nuclear energy, medical applications of nuclear isotopes are not 
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controversial. The findings from this contrasting case will be compared to the nuclear energy 

experience, in order to assess if, how and to what extent the factors singled out for energy 

mattered in the field of medical isotopes. Based on this analysis, it would be possible to draw 

conclusions on the differences in communication between medical applications and energy 

applications in power reactors. An academic journal article will be written on the basis of this 

deliverable. Possibilities for further dissemination will be explored, for instance the topic would 

be very suitable for dissemination in a webinar. 

IMPACT B: To provide insights to decision makers and other stakeholders regarding 

interaction with civil society. 

Achieving Impact B is crucially dependent on the findings of work packages WP2-5. 

Nevertheless WP6 has already started sharing some preliminary insights at conferences of 

different stakeholder groups – such as the Annual Meeting in Nuclear Technology (AMNT) or 

the World Nuclear Association Symposium (WNA) conferences in 2017, to name but a few. 

More detailed information will be given below. Providing these insights is achieved in two ways:  

1. In WP5, through its work in stakeholder engagement, involving the development of ideal 

futures through scenarios together with stakeholders, thus working towards co-production of 

knowledge and engagement practice. 

2. Through the different activities of communication, dissemination and stakeholder 

engagement in WP6. These include HoNESt’s comprehensive programme of webinars, 

stakeholder engagement workshops, and the production of policy papers. These are shared 

and discussed with stakeholders, and HoNESt’s presence at stakeholder events and 

dissemination via specialists and public media. 

IMPACT C: To help the implementation of effective engagement with civil society in 

future nuclear projects. 

HoNESt contributes to the implementation of effective engagement with civil society in future 

nuclear projects in two important ways. First, by drawing and discussing lessons from history. 

This includes not only simple lessons on “what worked, and what didn’t”, but seeks to raise 

awareness of the complexities, indirect effects, and contextual conditions that influence the 

effectiveness of engagement with civil society, including notably the structures and shape of 

civil society and its organizations. Secondly, at a more practical level, through its stakeholder 

engagement workshops, and the development of future scenarios, organized by WP5, 

stakeholders gain practical insights about what matters to stakeholders, that they will then be 

able to introduce into their own work. 
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IMPACT D: Reinforce the links between the nuclear research community and the social 

sciences and humanities. 

The role of social science on Euratom projects to date has been rather limited. The fact that this 

project is being carried out at all is groundbreaking, the bold and imaginative bid to the Horizon 

2020 programme was successful for this reason. HoNESt has reinforced the links between the 

nuclear research community and the social sciences and humanities at various stages of its 

work – the structure of the project management team was specifically organized to achieve this. 

In the first 18 months of the project, HoNESt has conducted numerous interviews with 

eyewitnesses from nuclear industry and associated research organisations. HoNESt is thus 

informed by the views and perspectives of the industrial nuclear research community, and is 

sensitized to its priorities. Secondly, through our dissemination activities, including 

presentations and discussions at industry and academic conferences and directly to industry 

workshops and forums, HoNESt has clearly established an excellent stakeholder network. 

Thirdly, by involving a stakeholder committee, and organizing stakeholder engagement 

workshops, face-to-face interaction and mutual learning is encouraged, leading to additional 

links. Finally, by inviting junior researchers from the nuclear research community to the HoNESt 

summer school to discuss the history of the nuclear research community and its relations with 

society, we are contributing to establishing long-term links. 

IMPACT E: To help with disseminating and understanding of nuclear research and 

knowledge 

By studying the history of nuclear technology, with a focus on their relations with society, 

HoNESt assembles substantial new knowledge about the achievements and implications of 

nuclear research. This includes the history of nuclear research centres, which had a central role 

in post-war research and innovation, and which feature in a number of country reports. 

Furthermore, HoNESt’s study of medical sotopes (deliverable D2.8) raised attention to the 

comprehensive contribution of nuclear to medical research. The findings from this deliverable 

will be developed further into publications and disseminated in a webinar. Through its 

dissemination activities, this more comprehensive understanding is widely communicated.  

2. Theory: Embedding HoNESt’s Work in the State of 

the Art 

The essence of HoNESt’s work is to explore the ways in which different actors, specifically a 

broad range of stakeholders from different societal groups including government, private 

companies, public interest groups and research organisations, have been involved in either 
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defining the problems (i.e around energy technology choice in the face of issues such as safety, 

environmental health and energy security and resource constraints), but also when searching 

for solutions and conditions for nuclear development (in the face of social movements of 

opposition) and developing shared visions for nuclear industry development (as is the case in 

radioactive waste management for example). National nuclear policies have for decades been 

driven by technical experts, producing rather energy politics often in a technocratic manner. 

This has led in many countries to conflict between industry, national authorities and affected 

communities [1-3]. Since the late 1990s, however, there has been a turn to more participatory 

approaches. This “participatory turn” reflects widespread acknowledgement in the discourse of 

policy actors and implementing organisations of the importance of social aspects of nuclear 

policies and the need to involve citizens and their representatives in the process, and this has 

been particularly true around issues of nuclear site decommissioning and radioactive waste 

management [4-7]. However, as Sundqvist et al (2010) note, public participation/engagement is 

assigned a vital role in the construction of nuclear policy and practice as a means to heighten 

the legitimacy of national nuclear programmes and improve opportunities for public influence; 

yet the nature of this participation has remained obscure. “The participatory turn” in the nuclear 

sector has focused upon procedural matters (on public involvement as a good in itself) while 

deflecting attention away from the possibilities of using participation as a more genuine means 

of enabling public issues and concerns to reach a higher level of articulation [8]. Within 

HoNESt’s overall approach, we have focused upon opening up this ‘black box’ of engagement 

through critical assessment of the nuclear industry’s participatory turn across 20 countries, and 

WP5’s backcasting analysis examines the means through which engagement can be 

normatively improved in the future, based upon this analysis of the historical and societal 

dimensions of this phenomenon across the case countries. WP6 is both supportive of and 

integral to achieving this aim. By disseminating the findings of historical research to have impact 

across different industry, government and civil society sectors, we have sought to move the 

discourse of engagement and participation past engagement-as-an-end-in-itself for improving 

societal legitimacy, to understanding context and nuance in how engagement theory and 

practice differs between geographic, political and temporal contexts. 

In relation to how we achieve this goal, the mid-term review highlighted two specific issues in 

relation to the WP6 dissemination strategy: namely the co-production of knowledge with 

industry and civil society stakeholders and the role that HoNESt research plays in evidence-

based policy making. 

“Co-production” is a concept that is growing in popularity across a range of policy domains. It 

represents a shift from engagement thinking (where stakeholders have input to a research or 

policy-making/governance process) towards a process where technical/industry/policy experts 

and other relevant stakeholder representatives generate new knowledge and technologies 
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together in concert with one another. Though co-production refers to a set of dynamic 

interactions between stakeholders beyond consultation on predefined options, or power-sharing 

in decision-making, it is nonetheless a poorly defined concept. It is not always evident what 

counts as co-production: what is being produced, under what circumstances, and with what 

implications for participants [9]. In some disciplines (notably in health care research) co-

production is primarily in relation to service delivery – for example co-production could be the 

mutual involvement of patients and healthcare practitioners together in exploring treatment 

options. In other disciplines (notably Science and Technology Studies, STS) co-production is a 

much broader epistemological position on knowledge production itself. Following the work of 

Jasanoff, co-production refers to a flat rather than hierarchical structuring of knowledge in 

society – whereby realist assumptions of scientific evidence as something distinct from lived 

experience and practice are dissolved [10]. This brings us, therefore, to the point that co-

production is contrasted with evidence-based policy. The former assumes no ontological 

distinction between different forms of knowledge (and thus it can be co-produced between 

different knowledge generators) whereas evidence-based policy is grounded in the modernist 

faith in progress informed by reason [11] – there is a fundamental realist assumption that an 

impartial and epistemologically ‘separate’ evidence base can be drawn upon to make better 

informed decisions, free from the distraction of partisan political interests. In the context of 

HoNESt’s work, our dissemination and engagement strategy does not fall neatly under either of 

these descriptors.  

Co-production could be understood as an exploratory space and a generative process that 

leads to different, and sometimes unexpected, forms of knowledge, values, and social relations 

[9], though it also has more utilitarian overtones – making knowledge useful by responding to 

the needs of societal decision-makers [12]. It is this latter more utilitarian interpretation that we 

employ in the context of HoNESt. When examining the historical record researchers have 

engaged with specific stakeholders through the process of interviewing in order to both 

contextualize written documentation and find new sources of data relevant to the project. The 

short country reports and other written documentation in the public domain have served to 

inform our stakeholder partners and broader networks of our findings. In this sense the project 

is not specifically knowledge co-production (in the sense that we worked together with industry 

and another civil society stakeholders from the start to generate knowledge about engagement 

practice together), the rather follows the path of evidence-based policy-making, in that we 

gathered and analyse data and then present our findings to keep policymakers as a sound 

evidence base. Yet many of the interactions that we’ve had with stakeholders thus far have 

been informal gathering feedback from participation in nuclear industry events, writing for public 

consumption, using podcasts and webinars which allow elements of stakeholder feedback 

throughout. There is therefore considerable hybridity in the way in which we have disseminated 
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knowledge from the HoNESt project – some of this is one way communication that informs 

specific stakeholders that have shown an interest in the project and its outcomes, in other cases 

we have sought direct feedback on our work as we go along. One example of this is to use the 

draft country reports in the planned workshops for WP5 and WP6 in a process of participatory 

editing: whereby direct feedback is sought on the content of the short country reports.  

In the data collection portion of these workshops there is a greater element of knowledge co-

production. At the heart of WP5 are two elements, the Theory of Change and the Backcasting 

exercises – both of these elements draw the work on historical and social scientific analysis of 

nuclear engagement past and present into a participatory analysis of the so-called “future 

space” for engagement. At the heart of both elements of WP5 is a focus upon generating 

scenarios for engagement futures. Scenarios are an established tool for strategic planning, 

policy and capability development, commonly used to identify and represent the range of new 

threats and opportunities that arise across a set of plausible alternative futures, uncovering 

early warning signals and refining perceptions of emerging problems to inform capability 

development and strategic planning [13]. Backcasting augments traditional scenario planning by 

inserting a specific normative aim. In backcasting, the scenario-based planning method begins 

by defining a desirable future and then working backwards to identify policies and programmes 

that will connect that specified future to the present [14] (and, in the case of HoNESt’s work, the 

past). Unlike traditional forecasting which is based on dominant trends, backcasting is not a  

dependent path in the same way and thus will generate solutions based on breaking trends 

[14,15]. By backcasting through participatory methods – the end point is to plan a course of 

action that encourages relevant stakeholders to agree on a plan of action to make the desired 

future emerge (in essence the steps that must be taken to work towards the desired goal). This 

is fundamentally a process of co-production of knowledge and practice, whereby the 

stakeholders involved in the work have ‘buy in’ to the process and a stake in the outcomes of 

the HoNESt research in planning their own engagement practices.  

 

3. Strategy and Methodology 

Strategy 

HoNESt’s Dissemination and Communication activities involve all partners at different levels 

and for different tasks. All partners have time assigned for Work Package 6 and will be involved 

in dissemination and engagement at the local and national levels, notably after the completion 

of the Short Country Reports, while other partners contribute their knowledge, skills and findings 

for centrally organized activities – such as webinars or publications.  
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The strategy for these activities is developed in cooperation with the executive committee that 

brings together leading partners from all WPs, as recommended by the midterm reviewers. The 

WP6 manager is being reinforced by a formal WP6 leadership committee that includes partners 

with relevant expertise in dissemination and engagement, notably, SPI, Gene Rowe, Matthew 

Cotton and Markku Lehtonen. As Scientific Executive, Markku Lehtonen takes specific 

responsibility for coordinating academic publications efforts across Work Packages. The WP6 

leadership committee will meet regularly, every two weeks to follow-up and advance WP6 

progress in the remaining, very crucial period, in order to ensure HoNESt’s impact. 

The strategy involves actions to be undertaken in the short term, medium term and long term. 

The table below with provide an overview of what the WP leadership committee will undertake 

and discuss with the executive committee: 

Table 1– Overview of WP6 committee tasks 

Target group 

 

Short term 

 

Medium term 

 

Long term 

 

Stakeholder 
engagement 

 Feedback from 
the three 
stakeholder 
events; 
 

 Plan for 3 
webinars; 

 
 

 Support / Plan for 
national 
stakeholder 
engagement 

 Planning and invitation 
for last stakeholder 
engagement and 
dissemination event 
 

 Organisation and plan 
for remaining 
webinars; 

 
 

 Evaluation and further 
support for national 
stakeholder 
engagement 

 

 Organisation of 
last stakeholder 
engagement and 
dissemination 
event 
 

 Completion of 
final webinars 

Dissemination 

 

 Press releases 
on e.g. Short 
Country Reports 
(once available) 
and follow-up; 
 

 Evaluation of 
social 
media/website 
strategy; 

 

 Revise 20 
Country 
Brochure; 
 

 

 Continued media work; 
 

 Evaluate and adjust 
social media/website; 

 

 Plan production of 
animated video 
 

 Produce drafts of 
policy papers 

 

 Submit article to 
International 
Journal of 
Nuclear Power 
with final HoNESt 
results 
 

 Completion of 
animated video 

 

 Completion of 
policy papers 
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 Devise plan for 
policy papers; 

 
 

 

Academic 
dissemination 

 Submit special 
issue “Siting at 
the Border” to 
Journal for the 
History of 
Environment and 
Society (1 June) 
 

 Revision of 
contributions after 
Writers’ 
Workshop for 
HoNESt book 
(May) 

 

 Follow-up on 
Atoms for Peace 
Conference 
 

 Submit a 
proposal for 
special issue on 
trust and nuclear 

 

 Submit a 
proposal for 
special issue 
“Atomic business” 

 

 Submit a paper 
“Nuclear as 
public 
technology” 

 
 

 Book proposal on 
”HoNESt book” 
submitted to an 
international publisher 

 

 Submit a special issue 
on Atoms for Peace 

 

 Submit a proposal for 
special issue 
“Transnational 
governance of nuclear 
energy and 
management of risk 
during the post-Soviet 
era in the Eastern 
Europe” 

 

 

 Potential further 
workshops or 
other events to 
discuss draft 
papers 

 

 Submit the special 
issue “Atomic 
business” 

 

 

 Submit the special 

issue “trust and 

nuclear” 

 

Methodology 

As outlined in the DoA (p. 18), in order to achieve the impacts outlined above, HoNESt pursues 

two main, interrelated objectives:  

Objective (1) regards the dissemination to and engagement with key stakeholders, 

notably the four stakeholder groups identified in the original call: industry, associations, 

policy makers (this includes regulators) and civil society.  
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Objective (2) concerns dissemination to and communication with wider audiences. This 

includes, notably, scientists/researchers/students, business and professionals and the 

interested public (consisting of individual citizens). Important mediators for 

dissemination and communication are media and journalists.  

The following table (table 2.2. from the DoA, p. 19) provides an overview of the target groups for 

both objectives:  

Table 2- HoNESt’s objectives and key target groups 

Objective 1: Dissemination and engagement with 
key stakeholders (specified by the Call) - Target 

groups 

Objective 2: Dissemination and 
communication with the general public 

- Target groups 

Industry 

 Nuclear industry 
Power industry 

 Infrastructure providers 

 Construction companies 

Scientists, researchers, students 

 Nuclear research 

 Social Sciences 

 Humanities 

 

Associations/organizations/bodies 

 Civil society associations 

 Environmental associations 

 Energy related organizations 

 Industrial associations 

 Research and Technology organizations 

 Nuclear research centres 

Businesses and professionals 

 Energy intensive industries 

 Electric cars manufacturers 

 High technology firms 

 Biotechnology firms 

 Consultancies 

 Think Tanks 

Policy makers/regulators 

 International 

 EU 

 National 

 Regional 

 Local 

Media and journalists 

 Scientific media 

 Industry specific media 

 Generalist media 

Representatives of civil society: organisations at 
different levels 

 EU 

 National 

 Regional 

 Local 

(Individual) European citizens 

 

 

 

There is of course certain overlap in the target groups, as well as in the measures HoNESt 

undertakes to address them. In order to achieve these objectives in effective manner, HoNESt 

combines dissemination measures (as a uni-directional communication process) with 

engagement as an interactive (bi-directional communication) process. Information management 
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tools such as the stakeholder database and feedback tools such as surveys are crucial 

complements here (see also DoA Table 2.3, p. 20).Instruments for achieving objective 1:  

The main instruments to achieve objective (1), directed at target groups a)-d) (see table 

above) all build on a stakeholder database as the key information management tool.  

 

 

Dissemination to stakeholders 

They included measures for dissemination, notably an electronic newsletter to members of the 

database who signed up for this. The newsletter is – after the review – currently being revised 

with the aim of focusing more strictly on disseminating research findings. The original newsletter 

will thus be replaced by “News”, that will appear more frequently, whenever new findings are 

available. 

Cooperation with special interest news media and trade journals (such as NucNet or the 

International Journal of Nuclear Power) is intended to disseminate research findings to 

stakeholders via the media they are using. 

Policy papers will be devised to disseminate our findings to policy makers, but will also serve 

as a basis for discussion and indeed engagement with stakeholders. 

Engagement with stakeholders 

HoNESt’s strategy for stakeholder engagement builds on three complementary instruments, 

which differ in terms of the amount of time and commitment they demand from the 

stakeholders: First, HoNESt’s presence at stakeholder events to target and get to know 

stakeholders where they meet. Secondly, the five webinars provide the opportunity to share 

research findings and discuss them informally with stakeholders, and obtain feedback for further 

improvement via a participant survey. The third and most important instrument are the four 

stakeholder engagement workshops in Barcelona, London, Munich and Brussels, during 

which stakeholders will get a chance not only to discuss research findings but also engage in 

the process of developing scenarios relevant for future energy projects (Impact C).  

Instruments for achieving objective 2:  

The dissemination and communication efforts directed at the wider public include instruments 

that address stakeholders as well. With a view to achieving objective 2, it is important to 

distinguish between academic/scientific dissemination, and communication to media and the 

broader population. This often involves a degree of nuanced engagement work. Our members’ 
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presence at conferences, for example, involves one way communication of research findings, 

but also direct interaction, feedback on ongoing research activities and networking with potential 

new partners. Therefore dissemination and engagement are inter-connected elements of our 

work.  

Communication to the wider public 

Communication to the wider public is based on a number of on- and offline instruments, which 

address different audiences, and different predilections in terms of media use (audio, video, 

text, slides). Hence the instruments include a central website (with videos and podcasts) as 

an information hub, also social media for greater outreach and presence. In terms of offline 

media, various promotional materials have been produced for use by the partners at events 

and meetings. This also includes information for partners to help them interact with stakeholders 

and the media, in their respective countries. For the interaction notably with media and 

journalists, press releases on events and findings have been and are being produced, an also 

made available via the website. Press contacts are centrally gathered in the stakeholder 

database as well. Press contacts at the national level have e.g. led to a contribution by our 

partner from the British Museum in The Guardian, disseminating research findings with a view 

to the history of British Euratom membership1.  

Academic dissemination to the scientific community 

HoNESt is a research project. It produces findings in the shape of state of the art academic 

outputs. These are disseminated via international scholarly publications and through the 

presence of HoNESt researchers’ at conferences and workshops, where they present and 

discuss their work, in order to insert it in the relevant scientific debates. HoNESt also organizes 

its own events, often in cooperation with academic or civil society partners. 

A more detailed description of all of these measures will be presented below. 

 

4. Dissemination and Communication tools 

This section presents in greater detail the Dissemination and Communication tools and 

activities. All these tools will be provided in English. However, wherever it is considered more 

beneficial for outreach and engagement, the tools will be translated to the partners’ languages. 

This holds, in particular, for the Short Country Report on Spain, which is fully translated, while 

                                                      
1 See: https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/aug/02/our-60-year-relationship-with-
euratom-offers-hard-lessons-for-brexit-negotiators 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/aug/02/our-60-year-relationship-with-euratom-offers-hard-lessons-for-brexit-negotiators
https://www.theguardian.com/science/political-science/2017/aug/02/our-60-year-relationship-with-euratom-offers-hard-lessons-for-brexit-negotiators
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for the other Short Country Reports, we agreed to develop a Power Point Presentation in the 

national languages. 

This section is divided into three parts: first, the dissemination and communication tools to 

achieve objective (1), namely, to reach the key stakeholder groups; secondly, the dissemination 

and communication tools to achieve objective (2), namely, the wider public and media, and 

thirdly, academic publications.  

 

4.1. Dissemination to stakeholders 

4.1.1. Newsletter / HoNESt news 

The original newsletter has been refocused in response to the midterm review. There is greater 

emphasis now on the dissemination of research findings and activities relevant for the interests 

of stakeholders. 

Three issues of the new format HoNESt news, with a focus on research findings, and 

information about some activities have been published so far. The last two editions in January 

and March 2019, included invitations and information on the London and Munich stakeholder 

events All newsletter published so far are available from the HoNESt website: 

http://www.honest2020.eu/newsletters .The next edition to be issued in May will provide insights 

from the stakeholder events and include an invitation to the next webinars, and to the most 

recent deliverables available. 

HoNESt news are sent to over 1835 stakeholders – including those participants of the 

stakeholder events who have signed up to the newsletter - and other contacts of relevant 

entities who might be interested in the project. The email sent includes clear information on how 

to unsubscribe if the recipients do not wish to receive news from HoNESt. It will also be sent to 

all the partners, press departments of universities and research institutions and relevant 

journalists and news agencies. The news pieces will be available in the project’s website and is 

additionally disseminated and advertised through Facebook, Twitter, Researchgate and 

Academia.edu. 

4.1.2. Special interest news media and trade journals 

In order to disseminate the findings of the short country reports to relevant stakeholders, SPI 

has contacted relevant trade journals read by nuclear stakeholders concerning the possibility of 

publishing relevant news of the project in their respective publications/newsletters/journals. As a 

http://www.honest2020.eu/newsletters
http://www.honest2020.eu/newsletters
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next step, SPI will directly distribute and discuss with a select number of editors a press release 

on the country reports, once they are fully available on the website. 

In the context of the PIME 2017 conference, HoNESt has established direct personal contact 

with journalists from NucNet and the International Journal for Nuclear Power. At AMNT 2017, 

NucNet conducted an interview with HoNESt’s project coordinator Albert Presas I Puig, which 

was published in 2017. Both publications invited HoNESt to submit press releases on research 

findings and activities. This was a very useful instrument for reaching out and informing about 

our stakeholder events. For the International Journal for Nuclear Power, HoNESt will produce a 

scientific piece summarizing the core findings, towards the end of the project. 

A list of relevant publications from the nuclear and industry sectors has been drawn up, 

including the following publications: 

 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 

 Energy Central  

 International Journal for Nuclear Energy 

 Nuclear Plant Journal 

 NucNet 

 Nuclear Engineering International 

 Nuclear Energy Institute publications 

 World Nuclear News 

 The Independent Global Nuclear News Agency 

 Nuclear Research newsletter 

4.1.3. Policy Papers 

HoNESt’s findings about the mechanisms of societal engagement with nuclear power will be 

made accessible to policy makers and stakeholders in the shape of three specifically devised 

policy papers. They will be based on an integration of findings from the different Work 

Packages. The planning for the policy papers, such as agreement on the authors and most 

appropriate topics will start in the spring of 2018, once the relevant deliverables are available. 

Drafts of the policy papers will be discussed at webinars in of 2018, and will be available for 

discussion at the final stakeholder engagement event in Brussels in Winter 2018/19. 

4.2. Communication to the wider public 

Communication to the wider public reflects objective 2. Some of the instruments presented 

below also support communication with stakeholders, e.g. the website. 
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4.2.1. Website 

A website was developed by SPI to disseminate the project findings and include relevant 

documents of the project easily accessible by partners through the intranet. The intranet also 

includes the Stakeholder Database. An up-to-date print screen of the homepage is below: 

 

Figure 1 - HoNESt website 

The project website has the following headings: 

 Home - includes information on the goals of the project, Explainity video introducing 

HoNESt, Twitter feed, latest news, podcast, subscription to the database and newsletter 

and HoNESt contacts. 

 Project - includes information on the project duration and the coordinator as well as the 

Explainity video. 

o Project Aims – refers to the project goals. 

o Work Packages – brief summary of each work package. 

 Partners - includes information on the consortium. 

o Institutions – information of all partner institutions and their role in the project. 

o People and expertise – information on the researchers involved in the project 

http://honest2020.eu/
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as well as their project role and relevant publications. 

 News – includes references to publications on nuclear history and society and news 

from the consortium. 

 Media – includes information on media tools used by the consortium and the project’s 

news clippings. 

o Films – HoNESt animated videos.  

o Podcast – HoNESt podcasts. 

o HoNESt in the news – news clippings from partners. 

 Events – provides a timeline of events of the project, participation in external meetings 

and project meetings. 

 Resources - easily accessible to all stakeholders, divided in six categories: 

o Deliverables – public deliverables of the project. 

o Publications – publications from project partners and publications on nuclear 

energy and society. 

o Materials – promotional materials such as the brochure and roll-up. 

o Newsletters – project newsletters and news. 

o Research Essays – research essays by HoNESt partners. 

o Webinars – information on HoNESt’s webinars (agenda and presentations) 

 Relevant entities - additional information on nuclear energy and society divided into 

categories: archives, research, industry, associations, policy makers/regulators, civil 

society and international organizations.  

The website is linked to the HoNESt pages on Facebook, Twitter, ResearchGate and 

Academia.edu. It is updated on an ongoing basis. 

From 31st October 2015 until 23rd April 2018, HoNESt has had 4,762 views with 70.67% of new 

visitors.  

The website is regularly updated. It is the starting point of HoNESt dissemination and 

interaction. The website is prominently identified on the business cards and promotional 

materials that the researchers take to conferences and meetings with stakeholders. It is part of 

our strategy to encourage the stakeholders to regularly consult our website, Twitter channel and 

Facebook page. 

 

http://www.honest2020.eu/
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4.2.2. Videos 

HoNESt will produce two animated “Explainity” videos to present the project’s goal and the 

underlying problems, and final findings. 

The first animated video about the goals and methods of the project was presented at the KOM 

and is available at the project’s website and on Youtube, where it has been viewed 961 times 

(as of 23 April 2018). It can be found at: https://youtu.be/Qx2dkAAGHBU. 

The final video will be produced in the second half of 2018, so that it will be available for the 

final dissemination event in Brussels. It will be realised in cooperation with all work package 

leaders. This will help specifying the key final messages based on HoNESt’s project findings.  

4.2.3. Podcasts 

In line with recent science communication practice, the DoA proposed to produce podcasts as a 

valuable and state-of-the-art instrument. It allows reaching new audiences among those who 

prefer audio media to audio-visual and written ones. The four editions of the podcast produced 

thus far were by no means simple recordings of talks (Only podcast 4 contained an excerpt of a 

public talk). Generally they were carefully prepared by the WP6 leader and the podcaster, who 

conducted numerous interviews with a variety of researchers within HoNESt. As specified in the 

DoA (p. 47), they served to provide information about the project and its methodological 

challenges, and the ways in which the different researchers – and HoNESt as a whole -- aimed 

at tackling them. This contributed to raising attention to the project and its innovative 

methodology and approach at a time, when research findings were not yet available. 

We will, however, take up the advice from the midterm report to produce them in a shorter 

format, and reduce the number of issues. The two remaining editions of the podcast will now 

also include more information on the project’s findings, notably the theme and implications of 

nuclear as a public technology. The final issue will reflect and provide experiences and 

stakeholder feedback from the Munich stakeholder enagement event, where it was recorded.  

Four of the 6 planned issues of the project podcast have so far been produced.  

1. HoNESt: An Innovative Approach to Nuclear Energy and Society (listened to 187 times) 

2. How can we research relations between nuclear energy and society. The “methodology 

episode” (listened to 110 times) 

3. How Events Shaped The Relationship Between Societies and Nuclear Energy (listened 

to 75 times) 

4. The Chernobyl Effect: The Relationship Between Society & Nuclear Energy (listened to 

156 times) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=Qx2dkAAGHBU
http://www.honest2020.eu/podcasts
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To date, the podcasts have reached about 550 listeners. Listener figures almost doubled since 

April 2017 (see details for episode above, all figures 13 April 2018). 

All podcasts are available via podcasting channels and the HoNESt website and disseminated 

in Facebook and Twitter. 

 

4.2.4. Social Media 

A Facebook page was created in September 2015. This tool permits a high level of engagement 

from the wide community of Facebook stakeholders relevant for the project. Currently, the page 

has 175 likes, from Portugal, Spain, Germany, France, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Netherlands, 

Bulgaria and Belgium. The reach of the posts shows that the posts are disseminated beyond 

HoNESt network, although visitors’ engagement (actually clicking on the post and being 

redirected to the website) is improving more slowly. The consortium has bet more on Twitter as 

Facebook has been changing rules on how users interact with pages which make it more 

difficult to engage and increase numbers of followers. 

An account in ResearchGate has also been created, after the suggestion from the midterm 

review. This social network is intended for scientists to share their publications and access 

others, connect and collaborate with colleagues, get statistics and find solutions to research 

problems. To complete the profile in this network, all the documents in HoNESt’s account in 

Academia.edu have been transferred to ResearchGate. As a way to target other academic 

networks, as well as to flag and disseminate publications, HoNESt is also present on 

Academia.edu. HoNESt’s ResearchGate and Academia.edu profile have 105 regular followers 

mostly from Germany, Spain, United Kingdom, Poland, France, and Italy. 

The project also has an account on Twitter, with the handle @HoNESt_2020. Currently (23 April 

2018), it has 320 followers, 373 tweets and is following 1080 other Twitter accounts.  

HoNESt’s engagement strategy on social media includes posting at least once weekly on 

Twitter and Facebook. The posts are a combination of relevant information on the project, the 

partners and also on the issue of nuclear energy and societal engagement more generally, such 

as current publications and events. The project is also tweeting live from events that HoNESt 

partners attend to give a flavour of our work and disseminate fresh insights. In this way, the 

project intends to disseminate information on HoNESt and its partners, and also to inform on the 

topic of nuclear energy, retweeting other tweets and engaging in a more meaningful way with 

the followers, so that they will find it useful to keep following.  

http://www.honest2020.eu/podcasts
https://www.facebook.com/Honest-History-of-Nuclear-Energy-and-Society-703632933070854
http://upf.academia.edu/HoNEStHistoryofNuclearEnergyandSociety
https://twitter.com/HoNESt_2020
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Many of the followers are relevant societal stakeholders, such as the Ecologic Institute or the 

Foro Nuclear Español or Eurelectric. The strategy of expanding the scope of institutions and 

individuals followed was to benefit from the algorithms provided by Twitter which alerted the 

project to the Twitter site of relevant stakeholders that the project might otherwise not have 

been aware of.  

4.2.5. Promotional materials 

The promotional materials are crucial to disseminate the project.  

SPI has prepared business cards for partners to take to conferences and interviews. SPI has 

also prepared a brochure introducing HoNESt, the Stakeholder Database and the interest of the 

project for each type of stakeholders. This brochure will be taken by partners to conferences 

and also to the interviews or other relevant events where HoNESt might be disseminated. This 

brochure was printed and has been distributed to partners. 

 

 

Figure 2 - HoNESt brochure 

It is also foreseen to prepare another brochure towards the end of the project with HoNESt’s 

results for the different stakeholders. 

For the Kick-off conference, SPI developed a roll up which will be used for other conferences 

and sessions in which HoNESt partners will be present.  
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Brochure on historical findings 

At the start of 2017, the consortium developed a brochure that provides a well-designed 

summary of all the short country reports provided by the partners. This document offers an 

interesting and comparative overview of the diverse national histories of nuclear energy and 

societies in 20 countries in and beyond Europe, and a first glimpse on the findings from the 

short country reports. It is available on the website and professionally printed versions are being 

distributed to partners and stakeholders for different conferences, for example PIME in the 

Netherlands.  

 

Figure 3 - HoNESt Brochure on historical findings 

 

As a response to the reviewers’ comments, we will submit this brochure to a new round 

of editing and an internal peer review. The revised edition will be available in the second 

half of 2018, once the peer review of the short country reports has been completed. 

 

4.3. Academic dissemination to the scientific community 

4.3.1. Participation and dissemination at academic 

conferences in social sciences and humanities 

HoNESt members have attended numerous academic conferences in various fields of the 

humanities and social sciences, reaching out to interdisciplinary groups scholars across 

different fields of research, with presentations, but also the distribution of the 20-country 

brochure. These conferences are listed below. 

 

http://honest2020.eu/materials
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Table 3 - HoNESt members’ dissemination in social sciences and humanities 

Event Date Location HoNESt members 

Centre for Modern 
European Studies 
Research Group 

Copenhagen, Project 
Presentation 

19 May 
2015 

Copenhagen, 
Denmark 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

Berlin Brandenburg 
Colloquium for 

Environmental History: 
Project Presentation 

4 June 
2015 

Berlin, 
Germany 

Albert Presas i Puig and Jan-
Henrik Meyer 

European Studies of 
Society, Science and 
Technology (ESST) 

Workshop 

26-27 
November 

2015 

Amsterdam, 
the 

Netherlands 
Aristotle Tympas 

„Vom akademischen Labor 
zur Großforschung. 
Kernforschung in 

Österreich nach 1945,“ 
Symposium der Ignaz-

Lieben-Gesellschaft 

November 
2015 

Vienna, 
Austria 

Christian Forstner 

Does History Matter? 
Techno-sciences and their 

historically informed 
policies 

14 January 
2016 

Athens, 
Greece 

Stathis Arapostathis, Ermioni 
Frezouli 

Conference "Social 
Science and Energy 

Issues" 

22 
February 

2016 

Gdańsk, 
Poland 

Albert Presas i Puig 

European Social Science 
History Conference 

2 panels on different on 
Interdisciplinary Social 
Sciences and History 

approaches to the History 
of Nuclear Energy and 

Society 

31 March 
2016 

Valencia, 
Spain 

Albert Presas i Puig, Jan-Henrik 
Meyer, M. del Mar Rubio-Varas, 
Christian Forstner, Arne Kaijser, 

Karl-Erik Michelsen, Joseba de la 
Torre, John Whitton , Ana Prades, 
Matthew Cotton, Wilfried Konrad, 

Josep Espluga and Ioan Parry 

Platenso 
Project conference 

Presentation: “History of 
Nuclear Energy and 

Society” 

7 April 2016 
Warsaw, 
Poland 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

Twentieth Century History 
Seminar, Norwegian 

12 April 
2016 

Trondheim, 
Norway 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

https://esshc.socialhistory.org/esshc-user/programme?network=0&textsearch=jan-henrik
https://esshc.socialhistory.org/esshc-user/programme?network=0&textsearch=jan-henrik
http://platensoproject.eu/
http://platensoproject.eu/
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Event Date Location HoNESt members 

University of Science and 
Technology 

Berlin-Brandenburg 
Colloquium for 

Environmental History 

Talk: Challenging the 
Ultimate Resource. 
Reviewing Social 

Movement Approaches to 
the Nuclear Energy 

Conflict in a Historical 
Perspective 

 

21 April 
2016 

Berlin, 
Germany 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

Second International 
Conference on Risk 

Perception, 
Communication and Ethics 

of Exposures to Ionising 
Radiation 

1-3 June 
2016 

Bucharest, 
Romania 

Albert Presas i Puig 

2016 annual symposium of 
the International 

Committee for the History 
of Technology (ICHOTEC) 

26-30 July 
2016 

Porto, 
Portugal 

Tatiana Kasperski 

International Summer 
School on Sources of 

Urbanity in Post-Industrial 
Cities 

August 
2016 

Visaginas, 
Lithuania 

Andrei Stsiapanau 

„Nuclear Physics and 
Innovation“, International 

Conference for the History 
of Physics der European 

Physical Society 

September 
2016 

Pöllau, 
Austria 

Christian Forstner 

Chernobyl – Turning Point 
or Catalyst? 

2 - 3 
December 

2016 

Berlin, 
Germany 

Co-organised by Jan-Henrik 
Meyer, further HoNESt presenters: 

Arne Kaijser, Ivaylo Hristov 

Seminar on social 
perception of nuclear 
energy. The HoNESt 

project 

21 
February 

2017 

Bellaterra, 
Spain 

Josep Espluga 

Energie im Dialog 
26 April 

2017 
Germany 

Albert Presas i Puig and Jan-
Henrik Meyer  

Annual Meeting on 
Nuclear Technology  

16-17 May 
2017 

Berlin, 
Germany 

Albert Presas i Puig and Jan-
Henrik Meyer 

Colloquium of the Center 
for Contemporary History 

Research 

8 June 
2017 

Potsdam, 
Germany 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

European Nuclear Young 11 – 16 Manchester, Matthew Cotton and Albert Presas 

http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
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Event Date Location HoNESt members 

Generation Forum June 2017 United 
Kingdom 

i Puig 

Workshop Nuclear fun: 
banalising the atom in 

public display 

21-22 June 
2017 

Barcelona, 
Spain 

Tatiana Kasperski and co-
organizers Jaume Sastre-Juan and 

Jaume Valentines-Álvarez 

European Society for 
Environmental History 

Conference 

28 June -2 
July 2017 

Zagreb, 
Croatia 

Panel involving Aristotle Tympas, 
Stathis Arapostathis and Jan-

Henrik Meyer 

RICOMET conference 
27-29 June 

2017 
Vienna, 

Austria / IAEA 

Panel co-organised by HoNESt 
and OECD-NEA (“History of risk 
regulation, including Basic Safety 
Standards), presentation by Stuart 

Butler and Markku Lehtonen 

ESEH Biennial 
Conference 

28 June – 2 
July 

Zagreb, 
Croatia 

Jan-Henrik Meyer, Stathis 
Arapostathis, Aristotle Tympas 

British Society for the 
History of Science Annual 

Conference 
6 – 9 July 

York, United 
Kingdom 

Stuart Butler 

Fifth European Congress 
on World and Global 
History “Ruptures, 

Empires and Revolutions” 

31 August-
3 

September 
2017 

Budapest, 
Hungary 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

http://eseh.org/event/next-conference/2017-conference-cfp/
http://eseh.org/event/next-conference/2017-conference-cfp/
http://eseh.org/event/next-conference/2017-conference-cfp/
http://ricomet2017.sckcen.be/
http://ricomet2017.sckcen.be/en/CallForPapers/HistoryOfRisk
http://ricomet2017.sckcen.be/en/CallForPapers/HistoryOfRisk
http://ricomet2017.sckcen.be/en/CallForPapers/HistoryOfRisk
http://research.uni-leipzig.de/~eniugh/congress/home/
http://research.uni-leipzig.de/~eniugh/congress/home/
http://research.uni-leipzig.de/~eniugh/congress/home/
http://research.uni-leipzig.de/~eniugh/congress/home/
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European Sociological 
Association (ESA) bi-

annual conference 

29 August – 
1 

September 
2017 

Athens, 
Greece 

Markku Lehtonen 

21st REFORM Group 
Meeting 

August 28 – 
1 

September 
2017 

Salzburg Markku Lehtonen 

Tensions of Europe 
Conference 

7-10 
September 

2017 

Athens, 
Greece 

Panel on Siting at the Border 
involving Arne Kaijser, Jan-Henrik 

Meyer, Astrid Kirchhof, Markku 
Lehtonen 

43rd Annual Meeting of 
the SNE  

4 – 6 
October 

2017 

Malaga, 
Spain 

HoNESt Spanish Team 

SOCMAYS (Spanish 
Federation of Sociology) 

Conference  

6 October 
2017 

Zaragoza, 
Spain 

Josep Espluga and Béatriz Medina 

National Nuclear 
Laboratory Lunchtime 

Lecture Series 

11 October 
2017 

Warrington, 
United 

Kingdom 

John Whitton and Ioan Charnley-
Parry 

Conversation with 
historian Dr Thomas 
Wellock, from the US 
Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, about "A 
Figure of Merit: 

Quantifying the Probability 

17 October 
2017 

Arlington, 
USA 

Paul Josephson 
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Event Date Location HoNESt members 

of a Nuclear Reactor 
Accident". 

Turning Point or Catalyst. 
Chernobyl’s Political 

consequences 

16-17 
November 

2017 
Berlin 

Co-organised by Jan-Henrik 
Meyer, HoNESt participants: Arne 
Kaijser, Andrei Ststepaniau, Mar 
Rubio, Paul Josephson, Tatiana 

Kasperski, Albert Presas, 
Aristoteles Tympas  

Siting Nuclear Installations 
at the Border 

20 
November 

2017 
Berlin 

Organised by Astrid Kirchhof and 
Jan-Henrik Meyer, HoNESt 

participants: Arne Kaijser, Mar 
Rubio, Aristoteles Tympas, Markku 

Lehtonen, Joseba della Torre 

How New Are 
Renewables? Historicizing 

Energy Transitions 
Conference 

21-23 
February 

2018 

Deutsches 
Museum, 
Munich 

Helmuth Trischler, Astrid Kirchhof, 
Arne Kaijser, Erik van der Vleuten, 

Jan-Henrik Meyer, Aristoteles 
Tympas 

Nuclear Technopolitics in 
the Soviet Union and 

Beyond 

22-23 
March 2018 

Tübingen, 
Germany 

Natalia Melnikova 

Memory and Future 
Roundtable 

4 May 2018 
Malmö, 

Sweden  
Jan-Henrik Meyer 

HoNESt Interdisciplinary 
writing group workshop 

15-16 May 
2018 

Preston 

Aristoteles Tympas, Albert Presas, 
Arne Kaijser, Helmuth Trischler, 
Robert Bud, Jan-Henrik Meyer, 
John Whitton, Wilfried Konrad, 

Matthew Cotton, Josep Espluga, 
etc. 

http://www.honest2020.eu/sites/default/files/171113b%20Program%20Chernobyl%20Authors%20workshop.pdf
http://www.honest2020.eu/sites/default/files/171113b%20Program%20Chernobyl%20Authors%20workshop.pdf
http://www.honest2020.eu/sites/default/files/171113b%20Program%20Chernobyl%20Authors%20workshop.pdf
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Atoms for Peace in Europe 
Around the World 

28 – 29 
May 2018 

Barcelona, 
Spain 

Paul Josephson and Matthew 
Adamson 

AMNT 2018 
29 – 30 

May 2018 
Berlin, 

Germany 

Jan-Henrik Meyer, Albert Presas i 
Puig, Mar Rubio, Matthew Cotton, 

John Whitton 

La RUCHE French 
Conference on 

Environmental History 

13-15 June 
2018 

Lyon, France Jan-Henrik Meyer 

27th Annual Conference of 
the Society for Risk 

Analysis Europe 

18-20 June 
2018 

Östersund, 
Sweden 

Josep Espluga 

Ricomet June 2018 
Antwerp, 
Belgium 

Matthew Cotton 

World Economic History 
Conference (WEHC) 2018 

29 July – 3 
August, 

2018 
Boston 

Joseba De la Torre, Mar Rubio-
Varas, Markku Lehtonen 

ECPR general conference 
22-25 

August 
2018 

Hamburg Markku Lehtonen 

http://www.honest2020.eu/team/paul-r-josephson
http://www.honest2020.eu/team/matthew-adamson
http://www.honest2020.eu/team/matthew-adamson
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22nd REFORM Group 
Meeting 

27-31 
August 
2018 

Salzburg Markku Lehtonen 

 

4.3.2. Scientific publications 

As results and outcomes are being developed, partners will produce scientific publications. 

These are most important for the dissemination and exploitation of project results. They will 

target especially academics, researchers and professionals from areas of relevance. 

Publication plans build on work designed to identify relevant publication topics at the 

Consortium Meeting in Barcelona in September 2016 and at social scientists meeting in York, 

March 2017. Initial topics were then flagged up for international and transnational comparison. 

This work was taken further at the WP2 writing group meeting in Brussels on 19 June 2017 and 

at the social science team meeting in Antwerp, on 5-6 July 2017, which discussed plans for 

collaborative book projects and journal special issues. Seven thematic working groups were 

established, each group led by two HoNESt scholars, and coordinating the production of a 

special journal issue in a peer-reviewed journal or an edited book with an international publisher 

(e.g. Business History; Energy Policy; Energy Research and Social Science; Comparative 

Studies in Society and History; Science, Technology & Human Values; Public Understanding of 

Science; Science as Culture; Environment and Planning; Journal of Environmental Policy & 

Planning; Journal of Integrative Environmental Sciences; International Journal of Nuclear 

Governance, Economy and Ecology; Participations (France). This work is underway, under the 

leadership of the pairs of HoNESt authors. The working groups (listed below) will continue to 

meet at international conferences, and/or smaller workshops to discuss draft manuscripts. 

When deemed useful, to ensure sufficient coverage of cases and countries (e.g. on siting at the 

border, nuclear and trust, economic history of nuclear), contributions will be invited from 

scholars outside of HoNESt. An important purpose of these publications is to produce 

novel insights concerning the factors triggering and shaping societal engagement with 

nuclear power.  

The list below provides the schedule for the production of first draft articles. For a number of 

topics, the first draft articles were discussed during the Barcelona summer school in September 

2017. A workshop for discussing early drafts of the articles for the special issue on “Siting 
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nuclear Installations at the border” was held in Berlin, on 20 November 2017. Another workshop 

will be organised in Barcelona, 28-29 May, to discuss articles for the “Atoms for Peace” special 

issue. Those intended for the “Atomic Business” special issue will be presented and discussed 

at a special session of the World Economic History Conference (WEHC) 2018, in July-August 

2018. In order to achieve sufficient coverage of cases and countries, contributions for the 

special issues have been invited from scholars outside the HoNESt consortium. The articles will 

be submitted to journal/book editors between July 2018 and February 2019. Further topics, 

publication outlets and relevant conferences/workshops will be explored throughout the duration 

of HoNESt. The production of these publications will adopt three main approaches: 1) 

synthesising the findings from the deliverables, 2) testing the hypotheses developed in the 

deliverables, by extending the analysis to further country cases, in interdisciplinary collaboration 

with the respective country experts, and 3) drawing on lessons learned from evaluating HoNESt 

stakeholder engagement experience. 

Summary of publication projects 

1. Atoms for Peace 

 draft articles discussed at a seminar on 28-29 May 2018, Barcelona 

 revised drafts submitted in August 2018 

 submission to a special issue in late autumn 2018 

 possible publication outlet: Minerva, Diplomatic History 

2. Nuclear installations at the border 

 Presentation of four papers on “Siting at the border” at the Tensions of Europe 

conference, Athens, 7-10 Sept 2017, (See: http://8toe2017.phs.uoa.gr) 

 Presentation of draft chapters at Humboldt University “borders centre” seminar, 

Berlin, 20 Nov 2017. 

For the programme see: 

http://www.honest2020.eu/sites/default/files/Program_Siting%20at%20the%20b

orders_final.pdf  

 Special issue to be submitted to History for the Environment and Society, June 

2018 

3. Nuclear as a public technology 

 First draft presented and discussed during the Barcelona summer school, Sept 

2017 

 Journal article submitted to History and Technology, April 2018  

 Book chapter for the HoNESt book prepared on the basis of the journal article 

4. Nuclear power and economics 

http://8toe2017.phs.uoa.gr/
http://www.honest2020.eu/sites/default/files/Program_Siting%20at%20the%20borders_final.pdf
http://www.honest2020.eu/sites/default/files/Program_Siting%20at%20the%20borders_final.pdf
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 First drafts of articles to be presented and discussed at a special session of the 

World Economic History Conference (WEHC) 2018, in Boston, on 2nd August. 

 Planned submission of the special issue of Business History by December 2018 

5. Trust and nuclear: transnational perspectives to nuclear waste and energy 

 Two draft articles by HoNESt authors have been produced 

 Invited articles from scholars outside of the consortium are forthcoming on 

Finland, Sweden, and Germany 

 submission of proposal for a special issue for Energy Policy in June 2018 

 Draft articles to be submitted by October 2018  

6. Transnational governance of nuclear energy and management of risk during the post-

Soviet era in the Eastern Europe (European Integration Studies, History and 

Technology, Risk management and Insurance Review) 

 Potential countries to be included in the analysis: Russia, Finland, Ukraine, 

Bulgaria, German Democratic Republic, Poland, Czech Republic, and Hungary 

7. Stakeholder Engagement in Europe – the Nuclear Experience (Energy Research and 

Social Science) 

 Draft introductory article and articles for a special issue under preparation 

Findings from our academic publications will in turn also feed into the stakeholder dissemination 

efforts. 

Given the overwhelming and growing weight of international journal publications in the 

evaluation of academic research, our publication strategy will give preference to special issues 

in high impact journals over edited books. Nevertheless, an edited book presenting the findings 

of HoNESt historians and social scientists will be produced, under the editorship of Arne Kaijser 

and John Whitton. Thirteen short chapters (4000-6000 words) are foreseen (see the list of book 

chapters below). Draft chapters will be discussed at a two-day book authors’ workshop at the 

University of Central Lancashire, 15-16 May 2018. A proposal will be submitted to an 

international publisher (probably Routledge) soon after the workshop. The planned submission 

date for the final manuscript is November-December 2018. 

An additional publication will emerge from the cooperative conference and publication project on 

the political consequences of Chernobyl, involving a number of contributions from HoNESt 

partners. It will be co-edited by Jan-Henrik Meyer.  

The following list provides an overview of the publications planned and published: 

HoNEST scientific publications 
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Planned and recently published, 23 April 2018 

Journal articles 

Aramendia-Muneta, M.E.; De la Torre, Joseba; Rubio-Varas, M. d.M., “Ephemeral marketing of 

nuclear power in the 1950s.” 

Journal: Journal of Historical Research in Marketing 

 

Aramendia-Muneta, M.E.; De la Torre, Joseba; Rubio-Varas, M. d. M. “ Audiovisual 

communication of nuclear power in Spain in the 1950s and 1960s.” 

Journal: Journal of Macromarketing 

Aramendia-Muneta, M.E.; De la Torre, Joseba; Rubio-Varas, M. d. M. “Scientific 

Communication or Propaganda?  The Atoms for Peace rally in Spain”  

Journal: Technology and Culture 

Eric Berkers & Erik van der Vleuten, Eindhoven University of Technology: Nuclear energy in 

transition: Public engagement, systemic change, and transnational dynamics in the Dutch 

nuclear sector, ca. 1930-2010 

Journal: Energy Policy 

Matthew Cotton, Environment Department, University of York: Environmental justice as scalar 

parity - lessons from nuclear waste management  

Journal: Social Justice Research (under review) 

De la Torre, J. and Rubio-Varas, M.d.M., (2018) ‘Learning by doing: the first Spanish nuclear 

plant 

Journal: Business History Review, (forthcoming) 

De la Torre, J. and Rubio-Varas, M.d.M., (2018) ‘Electricidad nuclear y procesos de 

aprendizaje: el papel de Westinghouse y de General Electric en la experiencia española, c. 

1955-1973’ [Nuclear electricity and learning processes: the role of Westinghouse and General 

Electric on the Spanish experience, c. 1955-1973] 
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Journal: Revista de Historia Industrial (forthcoming) 

De la Torre, J. and Rubio-Varas, M.d.M., (2016), ‘Nuclear Power for a Dictatorship: State and 

Business involvement in the Spanish Atomic Program, 1950–8’ 

Journal: Journal of Contemporary History, Vol.51.2, pp.385-411. 

Nestor Herran (UPMC) and Sebastian Grevsmühl (CRH/CNRS):  Radioisotopes: the First 

Nuclear Industry? 

Journal: to be decided 

Ivaylo Hristov, University of Plovdiv:  Soviet technopolitical influence in Eastern Europe. 

Bulgarian nuclear power program in the shadow of the Soviet Union 

Journal: to be decided 

Tatiana Kasperski, Pompeu Fabra University and Paul Josephson, Colby College:  Gender and 

Nuclear Energy in the Twenty-First Century: Domestication of Large Scale Technology 

Journal:  Signs 

Tatiana Kasperski, Pompeu Fabra University and Natalia Melnikova, Institute of History and 

Archaeology of the Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS):  Public 

Mobilization in the Nuclear Sphere:  The Controversy over the Import of Spent Nuclear Fuel into 

Russia, late 1990s-2000s. 

Journal: Problems of Post-Communism; The Slavonic and East European Review. 

Natalia Melnikova, Nuclear Energy in the USSR/Russia as a point of crossing the state and 

society, local and international  

Journal: Cahiers du Monde Russe (forthcoming December 2019, volume 60, issue 2–3. 

Albert Presas i Puig (Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona): Methodological reflextions on the 

history of nuclear energy 

Journal: History and Technology 

https://exchange.sussex.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=GMilv9F6xCINHJQjL77TACqPl1fF_xckKrGRSWesDD0zrIUMJanVCA..&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.frias.uni-freiburg.de%2fen%2fthe-institute%2farchive-frias%2fschool-of-history-1%2fpublications%2fjournal-of-modern-european-history
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Albert Presas i Puig (UPF), Mar Rubio-Vargas (UPN), Josep Espluga (UAB), Ana Prades 

(CIEMAT), Joseba de La Torre (UPN): Nuclear Power Plants and Social Mobilization: The Case 

of the Ascó NPP in Catalonia, Spain 

Journal: Journal of Modern European History  

Helmuth Trischler (Deutsches Museum, Munich) and Robert Bud (Science Museum, London): 

Public Technology: Nuclear Energy in Europe  

Journal: History and Technology (under review) 

 

Espluga, J., Prades, A., Medina, B., Presas,A., Rubio-Varas, M.d.M, and De la Torre, J. (2017) 

“Las dimensiones sociales de la percepción de la energía nuclear. Un análisis del caso español 

(1960-2015). Revista Internacional de Sociología, Nº75, Issue 4, [The social dimensions of the 

perception of nuclear energy. An analysis of the Spanish case (1960-2015)]” 

 

Special issues (including papers written by HoNESt partners) 

“Trust, nuclear energy and radioactive waste” 

Target journal: Energy Policy 

Editors: Markku Lehtonen, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona and EHESS, Paris, Stuart 

Butler, The Science Museum, London, and Matthew Cotton, The University of York, UK 

Lehtonen, Butler and Cotton: Virtues and vices of trust, mistrust, and trust-building in 

French and British high-level radioactive waste management policies 

Josep Espluga (Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona), Wilfried Konrad (Dialogik): The 

role of trust in public perception of nuclear energy 

“Nuclear Installations at the border” 

Journal: Journal for the History of Environment and Society 

Editors: Arne Kaijser (KTH, Stockholm) and Jan-Henrik Meyer (University of Copenhagen): 

https://exchange.sussex.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=GMilv9F6xCINHJQjL77TACqPl1fF_xckKrGRSWesDD0zrIUMJanVCA..&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.frias.uni-freiburg.de%2fen%2fthe-institute%2farchive-frias%2fschool-of-history-1%2fpublications%2fjournal-of-modern-european-history
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Astrid Mignon Kirchhof, Deutsches Museum, Munich:  Crossing Permeable Borders. 

East and West Germans protesting at the Gorleben Nuclear Facility 

Arne Kaijser (KTH, Stockholm)/Jan-Henrik Meyer (University of Copenhagen): Nuclear 

Installations at the border: A comparative view of transnational entanglements – an 

introduction  

Arne Kaijser (KTH, Stockholm)/Jan-Henrik Meyer (University of Copenhagen): “The 

World’s Worst Located Nuclear Power Plant.” Danish and Swedish Perspectives and 

cross-border Interactions on the Swedish nuclear power plant Barsebäck 

Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., “Sitting (and mining) at borders: Spain-Portugal 

nuclear border issues”  

“Atomic Business” 

Journal: Business History 

Editors: Rubio Varas & De la Torre 

De la Torre, Rubio-Varas, Sanchez & Sanz-Lafuente: The models of doing nuclear 

business: the US, German and French strategies in Spain 

Lehtonen, M.: Economics, economists and hype cycles: the saga of the European 

Pressurised Reactor in Finland, France and the UK 

 

Book chapters  

Carvalho, A. and Rubio-Varas, M. d.M., “Chernobyl’s political consequences in Portugal and 

Spain, in Meyer, J.H” (ed), Chernobyl’s Political Consequences 

De la Torre, J. (2017), ‘Who was Who in the Making of the Spanish Nuclear Programme, 

c.1950-1985’ in Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (eds). The Economic History of 

Nuclear Energy in Spain, London: Palgrave Macmillan, pp.33-66, ISBN 978-3-319-59866-6. 

De la Torre, J., Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and Sanz Lafuente, G., (2018) “Engineers and scientist as 

commercial agents of the Spanish nuclear program”, Petrel, D. and Camprubi, L. (Eds) 
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Technology and Globalisation: Networks of experts in world history, London: Palgrave 

Macmillan (forthcoming) 

Hristov, I and A Tympas “Chernobyl’s political consequences in Bulgaria and Greece, in Meyer, 

J.H. (ed), Chernobyl’s Political Consequences 

Josephson, P. and T. Kasperski “Chernobyl’s political consequences in Russia and Ukraine, in 

Meyer, J.H” (ed), Chernobyl’s Political Consequences 

 

Kaijser, A and JH Meyer “Chernobyl’s political consequences in Sweden and Denmark , in 

Meyer, J.H” (ed), Chernobyl’s Political Consequences 

Meyer, J.-H. (2017). "Bürgerschaftliches Engagement über Grenzen? Europäische 

Umweltpolitik und transnationale Vernetzung von Umweltgruppen in den 1970er Jahren." In 

Nachhaltige Stadtentwicklung. Infrastrukturen, Akteure, Diskurse, edited by Jens Ivo Engels, 

Nina  Janich, Jochen Monstadt and Dieter Schott, 52-71. Frankfurt: Campus. 

Muñoz Delgado, B. and  Rubio Varas, M.d.M. (2017),’ Energy planning, nuclear promises, and 

realities’ in Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (eds). The Economic History of Nuclear 

Energy in Spain, London: Palgrave Macmillan, pp.217-248 

Presas i Puig, A. (2017). “Human Capital and Physics Research for the Spanish Nuclear 

Program” in Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (eds) The Economic History of Nuclear 

Energy in Spain, London: Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 97-117 

Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (2017) ‘Seeking the Perennial Fountain of the World’s 

Prosperity’ in Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (eds) The Economic History of Nuclear 

Energy in Spain, London: Palgrave Macmillan, pp.1-32 

Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (2017) ‘How did Spain Become the Major US Nuclear 

Client?’ in Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (eds) The Economic History of Nuclear 

Energy in Spain, London: Palgrave Macmillan, pp.119-153 

Ststepaniau, A. “Chernobyl’s political consequences in Lithuania and Belarus , in Meyer, J.H. 

(ed), Chernobyl’s Political Consequences 
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Books 

Rubio-Varas, M.d.M and De la Torre, J., (eds), (2017), The Economic History of Nuclear Energy 

in Spain, London: Palgrave Macmillan. 

Meyer, J.H. (ed), Chernobyl’s Political Consequences, forthcoming 2019 

 

The “HoNESt book”:  

Transnational perspectives to the history of nuclear energy and society  

Edited by Arne Kaijser and John Whitton  

Likely publisher: Routledge 

Chapters: 

1. Introduction: An Integrated Social Science-History Perspective on Nuclear Energy and 

Society by Arne Kaijser & John Whitton 

2. Nuclear Energy in Europe: A Public Technology by Robert Bud, Helmuth Trischler & Stathis 

Arapostathis 

3. Society-Industry Relations in the Nuclear Industry, 1950s-present: Synthesis of HoNESt 

SCRs by Paul Josephson 

4. NPP and social mobilization in Europe by Albert Presas i Puig 

5. Public perceptions towards nuclear energy in a cross-country perspective by Josep Espluga, 

Wilfried Konrad, Ana Prades, Ann Enander 

6. International organisations and public engagement with nuclear by Paul Josephson, Matteo 

Gerlini & Markku Lehtonen 

7. Stakeholder Engagement in Europe – the Nuclear Experience by John Whitton, Ioan Parry, 

Matthew Cotton 
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8. Virtues and vices of trust, mistrust, and trust-building in radioactive waste management 

policies: a historical and international view by Markku Lehtonen, Stuart Butler, Matthew Cotton, 

Arne Kaijser 

9. Energy justice and the nuclear fuel cycle by Matthew Cotton 

10. Nuclear installations at the border: Transnational implications between conflict and 

cooperation by Arne Kaijser & Jan-Henrik Meyer 

11. The economic aspects framing nuclear decisions by Mar Rubio 

12. Transnational governance of nuclear power in Eastern Europe after the collapse of the Iron 

Curtain by Karl-Erik Michelsen, Ivaylo Hristov & Aisulu Harjula 

13. Conclusions by Arne Kaijser & John Whitton 

 

5. Engagement with Key Stakeholders 

Engagement with key stakeholders is key for achieving our objective (1) and the impacts 

outlined in the Call. Four kinds of measures are presented below, HoNESt’s presence at 

stakeholder events, the webinars, the stakeholder engagement events, and engagement at the 

national level by the partners. 

Furthermore, the Stakeholder Committee – organized by WP1 – also provides an opportunity 

to engage with key stakeholders, and obtain important feedback from high-ranking experts in 

the field. During the HoNESt Summer School in September 2017, the HoNESt - Stakeholder 

Committee will meet to discuss the SCRs and the first results of WP4-6. The reports will be 

submitted at the end of October. The members of the Committe are Mss. Silvia Alamo (UN 

consultant; former CTBTO, IAEA, EBRD, INITEC, SEPI Nuclear), Mss. Isabel Mellado, (CSN 

Spain), Mr. Yves Desbazeille, (FORATOM) and Prof. Angelo Baracca (University of Florence). 

5.1. Presence at stakeholder events 

In addition to academic conferences in their own and neighbouring fields, HoNESt researchers 

have started to undertake a cohesive effort to present the project and its findings to conferences 

from the nuclear sector (e.g. at PIME 2017 and AMNT 2017 and 2018). Furthermore, HoNESt 

researchers will continue to reach out to stakeholders at their meetings at national level – 
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following the example of the Spanish team. Drawing on the Spanish experience, the consortium 

will alert and advise partners to take the opportunity to attend events at the national levels. 

A list of events where stakeholders gather in which project partners participated or are planning 

to participate in the near future, and where HoNESt project was/will be disseminated, is 

provided below. 

Table 4 – Stakeholder events partners attended 

Event Date Location HoNESt members 

Invited presentation and involvement in 
policy discussion with Ministerie van 

Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening 
en Milieubeheer delivered at 

Symposium: ethics & how to involve the 
public in long-term radioactive waste 

management 

28 October 
2015 

The Hague, 
the 

Netherlands 
Matthew Cotton 

European Studies of Society, Science 
and Technology (ESST) Workshop 

26-27 
November 

2015 

Amsterdam, 
the 

Netherlands 
Aristotle Tympas 

II Encuentro de Economía y Energía 
Nuclear en España, [Second Meeting of 
Economy and Nuclear Energy in Spain] 

17 December 
2015 

Barcelona, 
Spain 

Albert Presas i Puig 

Presentation at Consejo de Seguridad 
Nuclear [Spanish Nuclear Safety 

Council]/ Presentation at Foro Nuclear 
[Spanish Nuclear Industry Forum] 

12 January 
2016 

Madrid, Spain 
Albert Presas i Puig, 
M. del Mar Rubio-

Varas 

CEIDEN permanent council 
(28th meeting) 

12 January 
2016 

Madrid, Spain 
Albert Presas i Puig, 
M. del Mar Rubio-

Varas 

Does History Matter? Techno-sciences 
and their historically informed policies 

14 January 
2016 

Athens, 
Greece 

Stathis 
Arapostathis, 

Ermioni Frezouli 

Conference "Social Science and Energy 
Issues" 

22 February 
2016 

Gdańsk, 
Poland 

Albert Presas i Puig 

Presentation at CEIDEN [Spanish 
Association for nuclear R&D] 

10 March 
2016 

Madrid, Spain 
Albert Presas i Puig, 
M. del Mar Rubio-

Varas 

Platenso Project conference 7 April 2016 
Warsaw, 
Poland 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

https://www.csn.es/
https://www.csn.es/
http://www.foronuclear.org/en/
http://ceiden.com/
http://platensoproject.eu/
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Event Date Location HoNESt members 

Presentation and interviews at Foro 
Nuclear 

26 May 2016 Madrid, Spain 
Albert Presas i Puig, 
M. del Mar Rubio-

Varas 

Second International Conference on 
Risk Perception, Communication and 

Ethics of Exposures to Ionising 
Radiation 

1-3 June 
2016 

Bucharest, 
Romania 

Albert Presas i Puig 

Advances of HoNESt results before the 
permanent council of CEIDEN 

(Research and Development platform of 
the Spanish nuclear industry) (UNESA 

premises) 

6 June 2016 Madrid, Spain 
M. del Mar Rubio-

Varas, Joseba de la 
Torre 

EC Science Communication Event 24 July 2016 
Manchester, 

United 
Kingdom 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

Presentation of HoNESt before the 
public relations of Foro Nuclear and 

some of their experts (Spanish Nuclear 
industry lobby) 

27 July 2016 Madrid, Spain 

Albert Presas i Puig, 
Mar Rubio-Varas, 
Josep Espluga, 

Joseba de la Torre, 
Ana Prades 

ICOHTEC Annual Meeting 
26-30 July 

2016 
Porto, 

Portugal 
Tatiana Kasperski 

International Summer School on 
Sources of Urbanity in Post-Industrial 

Cities 
August 2016 

Visaginas, 
Lithuania 

Andrei Stsiapanau 

 

CEIDEN Annual General Assembly 

November 
2016 

Madrid, Spain 
Albert Presas i Puig, 

Mar Rubio-Varas 

Presentation and interviews with 
TECNATOM 

15 December 
2016 

Madrid, Spain 
Albert Presas i Puig, 

Mar Rubio-Varas 

Manchester Debating Society on the 
expansion of nuclear energy 

9 February 
2017  

Manchester 
(United 

Kingdom) 
Matthew Cotton 

Pime 2017 

Presence with a stall, roll-up and 
distribution of 20-country brochure, 

informal engagement with stakeholders 

19 – 22 
March 2017 

Middelburg, 
the 

Netherlands 

Jan-Henrik Meyer / 
Gene Rowe 

Foratom European Energy Affairs 
Course 

23-24 March 
2017 

Brussels, 
Belgium 

Albert Presas / Jan-
Henrik Meyer 

Bulgarian National Radio (‘Hristo Botev” 
Porgram) discussion on the future of 

Bulgarian Electric Power sector 

28 March 
2017 

Bulgaria Ivan Tchalakov 

Fifty years after. New approaches to the 
colonels’ dictatorship 

 20 – 22 
April, 2017 

Athens, 
Greece 

Aristotle Tympas 
and Stathis 

Arapostathis 

http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://eagle.sckcen.be/en/Project-Events/20160601_RICOMET
http://ec.europa.eu/research/conferences/2016/scicomm2016/index.cfm?pg=home
http://www.euronuclear.org/events/pime/pime2017/index.htm
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Event Date Location HoNESt members 

Meeting stakeholders at „Energy in 
dialogue“, event organised by the 
German Nuclear Forum DAtF: 
„Kerntechnik in Deutschland: Wie 
verhindern wir den Kompetenzverlust?“. 

26 April 2017 
Berlin, 

Germany 
Albert Presas / Jan-

Henrik Meyer 

48th Annual Meeting on Nuclear 
Technology - AMNT 2017 

16 – 17 May 
2017 

Berlin, 
Germany 

Albert Presas 
(invited talk) / Jan-
Henrik Meyer (stall) 

European Nuclear Young Generation 
Forum 2017 

11 – 16 June 
2017 

London, UK 
Invited Presentation 
by Matthew Cotton 

Transatlantic Knowledge Sharing 
Conference on Unconventional 
Hydrocarbons in Amsterdam 

20-21 June 
2017 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

Ioan M. Charnley-
Parry 

RICOMET conference 
27-29 June 

2017 
Vienna, 
Austria 

Stuart Butler and 
Markku Lehtonen 

Energy Impacts Symposium 2017 
26 - 27 July, 

2017 
Ohio, USA 

Ioan M. Charnley-
Parry 

REFORM Group Meeting 

28 August 28 
– 1 

September, 
2017 

Salzburg, 
Austria 

Markku Lehtonen 

http://www.nucleartech-meeting.com/welcome.html
http://www.nucleartech-meeting.com/welcome.html
http://www.enygf.org/
http://www.enygf.org/
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Event Date Location HoNESt members 

World Nuclear Association Symposion, 
www.world-nuclear.org 

13-15 
September 

2017 

London, 
United 

Kingdom 

Invited presentation 
by Gene Rowe, co-

written by Stuart 
Butler, J-H Meyer, 

Albert Presas I Puig 

 

43rd Annual meeting from the Spanish 
Nuclear Society 

 

4-6 October 
2017 

Malaga, 
Spain 

Spanish team 

Lunchtime seminar on Nuclear Energy 
and Society 

November 
2018 

NNL 
Warrington, 

UK 
UCLan Team 

Meeting with Spanish stakeholders on 
Nuclear History of Spain 

21 February 
2018 

Madrid, Spain 
Mar Rubio, Joseba 

della Torre 

NeNUG – Netzwerk Nukleares 
Gedächtnis / Network Nuclear Memory 

27-28 April 
2018 

Berlin Jan-Henrik Meyer 

Memory and Future Roundtable, 
Malmö, Sweden 

4 May 2018 
Malmö, 
Sweden 

Jan-Henrik Meyer 

AMNT 
29-30 May 

2018 
Berlin Jan-Henrik Meyer 

https://www.sne.es/
https://www.sne.es/
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5.2. Webinars 

It is foreseen to hold 5 webinars in order to present HoNESt findings to key stakeholders and 

engage them in discussion. Webinars are online dissemination and engagement events that 

have successfully been applied in previous occasions by SPI. An easy way to set up webinars 

is to use GoToWebinar that allows the direct engagement with the participants (through Q&A 

sessions) and chat. 

HoNESt will rely on webinars as an important route for dissemination and engagement, as 

some stakeholders cannot, sometimes, attend face-to-face events. Hence, this technology will 

enable the consortium to interact with key stakeholders who might otherwise be unable to take 

part. 

HoNESt will conduct online webinars: a first 1 exploratory event with the four different groups of 

stakeholders allowed us to present and discuss preliminary findings in 2017. The webinars will 

also be an opportunity for HoNESt to obtain insights from stakeholders that can still be fed back 

into the research process. This integrates an element of reflexive learning for the benefit of the 

research process. A second wave of webinars will be held towards the end of the project to 

disseminate final findings, seek commentary on these and their relevance for policy makers by 

the stakeholders. 

Webinars are one of the most effective ways to engage with audiences as it allows to actively 

engage people in the conversations even if they cannot directly be present in the events. 

Our first webinar (of approximately 60 minutes) on 26 June 2017 with presentations by Paul 

Josephson and Karl-Erik Michelsen has been be on the lessons learnt from historical 

experience of nuclear energy and society in United Kingdom, Ukraine, Germany, Bulgaria, 

Sweden, Finland and Spain (see agenda on Figure 4). These were selected among the 20 

cases that HoNESt social scientists worked on. A small survey was conducted to spark interest 

of stakeholders and also get their feedback for the webinar. 10 of the 13 participants evaluated 

the quality of the presentations (style and contents), its usefulness and what they would like to 

seen in future webinars. 50% rated the quality of the presentations (style) as very good and a 

70% rated the contents as very good/good. The participants were interested in learning more 

about HoNESt findings and would like to know more, in the future, about the cultural differences 

(not only social & political) in perception of nuclear energy, the sociological and ethical aspects 

of nuclear opposition, and the best practices of public engagement, summary of how public 

involvement stopped progress in a national nuclear programme. Some expressed interest in 

learning in more detail about the individual country reports. 

http://www.honest2020.eu/webinar-lessons-learnt-historical-experience-nuclear-energy-and-society-20-countries
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Four further webinars focusing on different topics each will be organized in 2018, on the 

following issues: the experience of stakeholder engagement and backcasting (June 2018), 

nuclear as a public technology (July 2018), perceptions of and engagement with nuclear power 

(September 2018), Atoms for Peace and the origins of public engagement with nuclear (October 

2018). 

 

 

Figure 4 – Webinar agenda 

 

5.3. Stakeholder Engagement Workshops 

Despite the advantages that new technology offers, HoNESt will also use more traditional 

formats of dissemination and engagement events. HoNESt will hold 4 major events involving 

the actual presence of participants from key stakeholder groups. While each of the webinars will 

focus on one of the key stakeholder groups, the engagement and dissemination events will 

seek to bring different kinds of stakeholders together in the different regions of Europe. Three 

events will take place at partner locations. The project will notably make use of the opportunities 

that the museum partners provide. The first stakeholder engagement event took place in 

Barcelona (Southern Europe) in conjunction with the summer school in September 2017. The 

second was held in January 2018 at the Science Museum London (Western Europe). A third - 

originally planned for Copenhagen (Northern and Eastern Europe) - has been shifted to benefit 

from the attractive location of the Deutsches Museum in Munich, Germany’s foremost museum 

of Science and Technology. It took take place on 4th April spring of 2018. The fourth central 

event will take place in Brussels in December 2018. These one-day events have been carefully 

planned in conjunction with WP5. They will allow for an intensive discussion of the project’s 

findings with key stakeholders – in break-out sessions with in small groups – and scenarios for 

the future. This is organised in conjunction with Work Package 5 and will contribute to their 
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research on future scenarios and engagement practice (discussed above). This will allow our 

research to be evaluated and updated, leading to academic publications and policy 

recommendations. In an annex to this document a more detailed explanation of the WP5 related 

work can be found. 

We have undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of the stakeholder events. It demonstrates 

how the HoNESt team has constantly improved its practices, and learned in the process, which 

is reflected in the growth of positive evaluations over time. Stakeholder highlighted how they 

benefitted from their participation, mostly regarding: meeting/debating with people with different 

views (the inter-disciplinarity of stakeholders); brainstorming/thinking of new things; the focus on 

openness, the variety of interesting activities (the HONEST video, backcasting, the ‘river of life’, 

and particularly the group discussions), catching up with an existing network, learning/hearing 

certain facts/perspectives (e.g. ‘best practice principles’, the history of UK nuclear power, short 

country reports). 

 The programmes of the stakeholder workshops, the backcasting and the evaluation report can 

be found as annexes to this document. 

5.4. HoNESt partners' outreach activities at the national 

levels 

After the completion of the short country reports, HoNESt partners will undertake outreach and 

dissemination work to relevant stakeholders at the national levels, in order to communicate back 

their findings to industry, research, business and society. For this purpose, summaries of the 

short country reports in national languages have been prepared, in a Powerpoint format. 

Supported by the executive committee, SPI and the dissemination manager are currently 

developing a practical guide for such stakeholder engagement, drawing on SPI's experience of 

stakeholder engagement practice. This will include suggestions concerning how best to contact 

stakeholders, how to ensure a broad coverage of different stakeholder groups, which messages 

should be communicated and how. 

In addition, in order to give the national partners access to national media in what is a 

fragmented European public sphere, we have prepared a press release informing about 

HoNESt and the project’s findings to be distributed to national media (radio / TV / newspapers). 

SPI has drawn up a list of press contacts within the HoNESt database. The press release will 

point HoNESt partners as local experts that national / local media can contact, to encourage 

additional engagement, stand for interviews etc.  
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Various partners have informally engaged with stakeholders at the national levels, for instance 

in Sweden, where our partner is an engineer by training, and well-connected to different kinds of 

stakeholders. 

In the UK, for instance, UCLan is planning on holding a 1 hour lunchtime lecture (40 mins, 20 

mins Q&A) with NNL at their site in Warrington in early November, where HoNESt’s work and 

findings will be the focus. UCLan’s experience will then be used as a model for partners to 

arrange similar meetings. 

 

6. Stakeholder Database 

The basis for HoNESt dissemination and engagement activities will be a stakeholders’ database 

consisting of various types of stakeholders with different interests in the project. The 

stakeholders will also differ depending on its level in society (local, regional, national, European, 

international).  

6.1. Identification and engagement of stakeholders 

The main objective of HoNESt Database is to help engage key stakeholders to allow the 

inclusion of all relevant actors, categorising them according to their information needs, and also 

to enable informed decisions to be made on the most effective approaches to communication. 

In order to start developing the database, the first aspect was the definition of the sections to 

include. These are as follows: 

a) Name 

b) Surname 

c) Position 

d) Area of expertise  

e) Organization 

f) Type of organization  

a. Scientists, researchers, students 

b. Industry 

c. Associations, organisations, bodies 

d. Businesses and professionals 

e. Policy makers/ regulators 

f. Media and journalists 

g. Civil society 
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g) Website 

h) Country 

i) E-mail 

j) Phone contact 

k) Age (for statistical purposes)  

l) Gender (for statistical purposes) 

m) Receive newsletter (to be included in the mailing list) 

A registration form for the database on the website was then developed by the SPI design team. 

By the end of April 2018, there were 550 stakeholders registered in the database. These 

stakeholders are from the following countries: Armenia, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, 

Botswana, Canada, Colombia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Republic of Korea, Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, 

Netherlands, Nigeria, New Zealand, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, United 

Kingdom and the United States of America. The figure below also shows the types of 

organizations. At the moment, there is no journalist or member of a media organisations 

registered yet in the database. However, they do receive information on the project from other 

means. 

 

Figure 5 - HoNESt stakeholders: type of organization 

The strategy to find the stakeholders is included in Table 5: 
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Table 5 - Strategy planned for identification of project stakeholders 

Actions Status 

SPI is searching for relevant contacts in the areas 
of nuclear energy and societal engagement 

Ongoing (1,836 collected – newsletter 
recipients, not all registered on database) 

Partners provided suggestions of people that 
might be interested in being involved in the project 

Done 

SPI prepared a template email to be sent to all the 
identified contacts informing them about the 
database 

Done 

Information is being published on Facebook, 
Twitter and the newsletter to attract interested 
stakeholders. 

Ongoing, with good success (almost 500 
followers on Twitter and Facebook as of 
April 2018) 

SPI is contacting relevant stakeholders by email 
and will follow up by phone. 

Done 

SPI is sending out press releases and articles for 
relevant magazines on this topic to disseminate 
HoNESt 

Ongoing 

Partnership will continue elaborate on synergies 
to engage stakeholders  

Ongoing 

 

Table 5 presents the networks and projects in which HoNESt partners are involved, as well as 

projects that HoNESt has started cooperating with. The table also indicates the potential 

synergies with the HoNESt project. 
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Table 5 - Relevant networks 

Relevant networks and projects 

Network Coverage Potential synergies with HoNESt 

Going Critical: the 
comparative history of 

nuclear energy 

Research in Nuclear 
History 

 
Insights from Nuclear Research more 

broadly, network for additional 
research cooperation and 

dissemination 

Tensions of Europe 
Research in History of 

Science, Technology and 
Infrastructure in Europe 

Project presented and discussed at 
Tensions of Europe Conference, 

Sept. 2015, Stockholm 

In Athens 2017, HoNESt members 
found the theme group “History of 

Europe’s energy challenges”, as part 
of the new ToE umbrella research 

program “Technology and the 
(un)Making of Grand Societal 

Challenges, 1800-today” 

Pachelbel Engagement research 

Learning from experience of 
engagement in other policy areas, 

overlapping stakeholders and 
methods 

Platenso 
Socio-economic issues in 

nuclear technology 

Learning from ethics and socio-
economics research, building on their 
findings in HoNESt’s social-science 

and historical research 

Extending scope more 
comprehensively in Central and 

Eastern Europe 

European Inter-University 
Association of Society, 

Science and Technology 
(ESST) 

International Masters 
Programme European 

Studies of Society, 
Science and Technology 

Academic outreach and training of 
junior scholars and practitioners via 

this MA programme, via the 
participation of our Greek partner 

Aristotle Tympas 

European Social Science 
History Conference 

(ESSHC) 

Historical phenomena 
using the methods of the 

social sciences 

Learning from experience of 
historians in other areas 

http://www.academia.edu/19669013/Studying_Nuclear_Energy_from_the_Perspective_of_the_Humanities_and_the_Social_Sciences._Towards_a_fruitful_encounter_between_an_ESST_specialisation_and_the_EU_Horizon_2020_HoNESt_research_project
http://www.academia.edu/19669013/Studying_Nuclear_Energy_from_the_Perspective_of_the_Humanities_and_the_Social_Sciences._Towards_a_fruitful_encounter_between_an_ESST_specialisation_and_the_EU_Horizon_2020_HoNESt_research_project
http://www.academia.edu/19669013/Studying_Nuclear_Energy_from_the_Perspective_of_the_Humanities_and_the_Social_Sciences._Towards_a_fruitful_encounter_between_an_ESST_specialisation_and_the_EU_Horizon_2020_HoNESt_research_project
http://www.academia.edu/19669013/Studying_Nuclear_Energy_from_the_Perspective_of_the_Humanities_and_the_Social_Sciences._Towards_a_fruitful_encounter_between_an_ESST_specialisation_and_the_EU_Horizon_2020_HoNESt_research_project
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Relevant networks and projects 

CEMES Research Group 
Copenhagen 

European Integration 
Research 

Learning from expertise on European 
media, civil society and policy making 

Foundation for the History 
of Technology (FHT) 

History of technology 
research 

Opening research and dissemination 
opportunities within history of 

technology networks, which also 
involve connections to practitioners 

Berlin-Brandenburg 
Colloquium for 

Environmental History 
Environmental History 

Research and dissemination in the 
German capital and internationally 

Heinrich-Böll-Foundation: 
Archive, History 

department 
Contemporary History 

Co-Organisation of Conference on 
Chernobyl and development of 

environmental policy, 2-3 December 
2016 & 16-17 November 2017 and 

subsequent publication 

ENTRIA project at FU 
Berlin 

Study of engagement in 
nuclear waste disposal 

policy  
Participation in ENTRIA conference 

in September 2016 

Rachel Carson Center, 
Munich 

Environment and Society 
Portal 

Publishing short entries based on 
insights from empirical research 

RICOMET (coordinated by 
SCK•CEN, Belgium) 

Risk perception, 
communication and 

ethics of exposures to 
Ionising radiation; 

integrating social science 
into radiation risk practice 

and research 

Co-Organisation of RICOMET 2017 
conference, with a special session 
organised by HoNESt and OECD-

NEA; introduction of historical 
aspects to RICOMET work; public 
engagement and dissemination 
amongst nuclear industry and 

governments 

REFORM group – 
Restructuring Energy 
Systems For Optimal 

Resource Management 
(coordinated by FFU, Free 

University of Berlin) 

Network of research 
organisations, 

universities, SMEs, 
consultancies and 
decision-makers in 

energy policy 

Participation at REFORM group 
meeting in Salzburg, on 1st 

September – a day devoted to the 
theme of nuclear energy and 

radioactive waste management 

Rathenau Institute  Engagement in nuclear 
waste disposal 

Two members (Cotton, Bergmans) 
presented to the Symposium: ethics 
& how to involve the public in long-

term radioactive waste management, 
hosted by the Rathenau Institute and 
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Relevant networks and projects 

University of Delft, and contributed to 
stakeholder discussions on European 

waste policy.  

Decommissioning, 
Immobilisation and Storage 

soluTIons for NuClear 
wasTe InVEntories 

(DISTINCTIVE) 

 

Nuclear waste 
engineering 

Presentation and networking with 
industry partners in the UK (e.g. 

Committee on Radioactive Waste 
Management, National Nuclear 

Laboratories). 

Economic and Social 
Research Council Funded 
“Nuclear Futures” seminar 

programme 

Engagement research 
and interaction between 
industry and academic 

partners 

Presentation to the seminar series 
and follow contacts with industry 

members 

Nuclear consulting group 
Lobbying industry, media 

and policy makers 

Dissemination of findings via closed 
network group 

NeNUG – Netzwerk 
nukleares Gedächtnis 

(=Network Nuclear 
Memory) 

Incipient network 
(founded in 2017)  to 

preserve the experience 
of the nuclear-societal 

conflict in Germany 

Sharing and discussing findings with 
stakeholders mostly from civil 
society, putting the German 
experience in a more global 

perspective 

Perpetual Uncertainty: 
Bildmuseet, Z33, Malmo 

Konstmuseum 

Arts exhibition on nuclear 
heritage, outreach to 

wider range of 
stakeholders 

Discussing and re-interpreting 
historical findings on nuclear energy 
and society 

 

There will be an ongoing effort throughout the duration of the project to increase cooperation 

with more networks and projects.  

Currently, the contacts gathered include 1,836 contacts of representatives from academia, 

consultancies, think tanks, industry, NGOs and journalists.  

Furthermore, in order to directly get in touch with the relevant people in the different areas and 

sectors, in particular from industry, civil society and policy-making, we are individually contacting 

these stakeholders to engage in a mutual dialogue where HoNESt findings are presented, but 

also feedback and suggestions on how to disseminate the activities are received. 

This approach will also help us define the messages we want to disseminate to the relevant 

stakeholders, the right channels of communication as well as the ways to mobilize them. 
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The first contact has been done in early January 2017 by email informing about the project. The 

follow-up was done by phone. The main aim is to establish a communication channel between 

these institutions and HoNESt by understanding how to integrate their members in the 

discussion of the project’s findings.  

Below it is a list of relevant nuclear associations (mostly at the EU level) that the consortium will 

contact/have contacted. 

 ABDAN – Associação Brasileira para o Desenvolvimento de Atividades Nucleares; 

 Agence Fédérale de Contrôle Nucléaire (Belgium); 

 Agência Portuguesa do Ambiente (Portugal); 

 ASN – Autorité de sûreté nucléaire (France); 

 Belgian Nuclear Society; 

 Bulgarian Nuclear Society; 

 CNA – Canadian Nuclear Association; 

 CNEA – China Nuclear Energy Association; 

 Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER); 

 Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (Nuclear Safety Council); 

 Danish Energy Association; 

 ENS – European Nuclear Society; 

 Energistyrelsen (Danish Energy Authority); 

 FORATOM – Forum of the European Nuclear Industry; 

 Foro Nuclear (Spanish Nuclear Forum); 

 Forum nucléaire suisse; 

 Greenpeace; 

 IAEA – International Atomic Energy Agency; 

 IEA – International Energy Agency; 

 JAEA – Japan Atomic Energy Agency; 

 L’Inspection fédérale de la sécurité nucléaire (Nuclear Safety Inspectorate – 

Switzerland); 

 Lithuanian Nuclear Energy Association; 

 (Italian) National agency for new technologies, Energy and sustainable economic 

development (ENEA); 

 NEA – OECD Nuclear Energy Agency; 

 NEI – Nuclear Energy Institute; 

 NIA – Nuclear Industry Association; 

 NIASA – Nuclear Industry Association of South Africa; 

 NUGENIA – Nuclear Generation II & III Generation; 
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 NRG – Nuclear Research and consultancy Group; 

 Országos Atomenergia Hivatal feladata (Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority); 

 Österreichische Kerntechnische Gesellschaft (Austrian Nuclear Society); 

 Posiva Oy (Finland); 

 ROSATOM state nuclear energy corporation (Russia); 

 Säteilyturvakeskus (STUK) (Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority); 

 SFEN – Societe française de l’énergie nucleaire; 

 Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration; 

 SNETP – Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform; 

 State Office for Nuclear Safety, Czech Republic; 

 Statens strålevern – The Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority (NRPA); 

 Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten (Swedish Radiation Safety Authority); 

 Správa úložist radioaktivních odpadu (SÚRAO) (Radioactive Waste Repository 

Authority, Czech Republic); 

 Schweizerische Gesellschaft der Kernfachleute (Swiss Nuclear Society); 

 Türkiye Atom Enerjisi Kurumu (TAEK) (Turkish Atomic Energy Authority); 

 United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority; 

 Úradu jadrového dozoru Slovenskej republiky /ÚJD SR/ (Slovak Nuclear Regulatory 

Authority); 

 WANO – World Association of Nuclear Operators; 

 WEC – World Energy Council; 

 Western European Nuclear Regulator's Association (WENRA); 

 World Nuclear Association. 

 

As listed in greater detail in the previous version of this deliverable, we have gathered contacts 

and contacted relevant nuclear associations in Europe and internationally. 

 

7. Indicators 

The main objective of monitoring and evaluation is to assure the quality of the project as a 

whole and the individual work packages and activities, notably with a view to stakeholder 

engagement. 

The project has an overall evaluation strategy to ensure the above mentioned quality.  However 

a separate monitoring for dissemination and communication is vital as the impact of those 

activities contribute to the successful implementation of the project. It is important that this 
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evaluation is carried out on a continuous basis to ensure an effective impact assessment and 

update or redefinition of dissemination and exploitation activities.. 

The measurement of impact is a tool to ensure that the project objectives are being 

accomplished through a selection of tailored activities. Impact with regard to dissemination and 

exploitation can help the partnership to understand the reach and sustainability of the project’s 

results. Furthermore, the impact can also be used to measure and assess the promotion 

activities in terms of their relevance, quality, and promotion channel.  

Impact is often measured through indicators; both quantitative and qualitative should be 

considered for the activity/action. While quantitative indicators cannot measure the quality of the 

project’s public engagement, they provide a proxy for at least the scope and breadth of 

engagement practice. Quality is being ensured via feedback tools and surveys. 

The following indicators are considered for HoNESt:  

Table 6 - HoNESt Indicators 

Indicator 
Total numbers 

foreseen for the 
project 

Current 
numbers 

(April 2018) 

Number of total visits to website 2,000 4,762 

Number of 
Facebook/Twitter/Academia/ResearchGate followers 

1,500 600 

Number of produced brochures  2 2 

Number of distributed brochures 500 1500 

Number of newsletters produced 6 5 

Number of newsletters distributed 500 1836 

Number of scientific articles, peer-reviewed articles 
published 

20 8 

Number of views on Youtube 1,000 961 

Number of people reached by podcasts 1,000 550 
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Indicator 
Total numbers 

foreseen for the 
project 

Current 
numbers 

(April 2018) 

Number of subscribers to project mailing list 1,000 550 

Number of members in project stakeholder database 1,500 550 

Number of webinars organized 5 1 

Number of engagement events  4 3 

Number of participants in webinars and engagement 
events 

300 80 

Number of relevant events that partners participated 
in 

40 41 

Level of satisfaction of participants in the planned 
project events 

60% satisfied/very 
satisfied 

Check Annex 

Number of synergies with other initiatives 5 20 

Quality assurance surveys after webinars and 
stakeholder engagement events 

 

8 4 

Feedback form on the front page of the HoNESt 
website 

 

1 1 

Feedback form on the Short Country reports, on the 
HoNESt website  

 

1 1 
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9.2. Backcasting Exercise as part of the Stakeholder 

Engagement workshops  

D5.3 – Backcasting nuclear engagement futures 

As part of work package D5.3 the social scientists within HoNESt project have engaged in 

primary empirical data collection on the issue of nuclear engagement futures. The research is 

situated within the context of the historical analysis of work package 2 which has examined the 

relationship between civil society and the development of the nuclear power sector across 

Europe, and work package 4 which has identified the social characteristics of risk perception, 

social movements of the opposition, policy, civil society and regulatory actors and processes 

within a range of historical case studies. Within work package 5, the social scientists have 

identified specific principles of engagement and are working to develop a theory of change for 

engagement in the nuclear sector. D5.3 specifically develops a practical methodology to 

facilitate that process. 

The aim of D5.3 is to project the analysis of nuclear engagement with society into the future. 

When examining nuclear engagement futures, this is a highly complex problem area, involving 

multiple competing interests, problems of imagination, and limits to rational deliberation. Nuclear 

power and society, like other so-called “wicked” problems that resist simple policy solutions, 

there is a long-standing question about how the discipline of “futures studies” can contribute to a 

policy forming process directed to such problems. Moreover, we must question what kind of 

knowledge about the future is most needed? (Dreborg, 1996). One potential solution that we 

employ here is the concept of backcasting. Backcasting is a type of methodological tool to 

examine the complexity of nuclear engagement futures by projecting desired futures and then 

working backwards towards the present to imagine how they might be realised. Backcasting 

was selected due primarily to its problem-solving character, and we adopt the participatory 

backcasting approach, which differs from the more common approach of carrying out the main 

work in a research group (sometimes referred to as the “think-tank approach” sometimes 

conducted using Delphi or other expert-elicitation methods (Carlsson-Kanyama, Dreborg, Mollb, 

& Padovan, 2008; Robinson, 1990), in line with HonESt’s emphasis upon co-produced, 
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stakeholder-led problem framing and resolution concurrent with the ethos of HoNESt as a 

participatory research programme (Brugnach & Ingram, 2012; Jasanoff, 2004). 

Backcasting – rationale 

The concept of backcasting emerged in the work of Robinson (1982), who is concerned with the 

literature on so-called soft energy policy paths. Writing in the 1980s eighties Robinson was 

concerned that Energy policy analysis was dominated by forecasting techniques that is 

extrapolated the economic performance of current technologies into the future. With rising 

concerns over the sustainable development of energy systems, the concept of the soft energy 

path which considers other measures such as Energy demand reduction and alternative 

technologies (specifically renewables) became increasingly desirable. Yet whilst there was a 

growing potential for ‘soft energy’ policy paths, it remained difficult to illustrate this argument 

using conventional forecasting techniques, therefore there was a growth in the number of 

published analyses using an energy backcasting approach instead. This involves setting policy 

goals and then determining how those goals could be met. As Dreborg (1996) asserts, 

backcasting utilises a teleological understanding of social systems that doesn’t rely upon causal 

thinking, while forecasting relies entirely on causal analysis, at least when interpreted as 

predictive methodology. There are, therefore, several scenario typologies that build on variants 

of the categories probable (i.e. most likely to happen in the participants’ opinion), possible (but 

not likely) and preferable (most desirable or ethical) future when designing a backcasting 

approach. A simpler typology would be to say that workshop aims were both explorative and 

normative, respectively. Explorative scenarios show what could happen (and in this case what 

participants thought was likely to happen) and normative scenarios show how a solution to a 

particular problem should look, from the participants own personal point of view (Börjeson, 

Höjer, Dreborg, Ekvall, & Finnveden, 2006). The principle underlying the backcasting approach 

in D5.3 is therefore fundamentally normative rather than descriptive – the future is desired and 

imagined and then the practical steps to implement that future are assessed (Cotton, 2013). 

Backcasting methods 

The methods used in the D5.3 work package represent a deliberative experiment (see for 

example Grönlund, Setälä, & Herne, 2010) in backcasting methodology development. We 

designed the methodology to be consonant with the focus upon nuclear engagement history, 
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and wanted to harness historical thinking in the imagination of nuclear engagement futures. The 

reasoning for this is that imagining the future is both practically difficult and cognitively taxing. 

Predicting long-term futures is difficult, in part because the quickening pace of (societal and 

technological) change over the last 50 years has meant that the past is not always a reliable 

yardstick for predicting future change (Green, Shackley, Dewick, & Miozzo, 2002). Individuals 

though fully capable of thinking about the future, are influenced by the past, by remote 

locations, other people’s perspective, and counterfactual alternatives in the imagination of such 

futures, and that to imagine the future individuals must traverse psychological distance (Trope & 

Liberman, 2010). Such psychological distance takes a reference point as the self in the here 

and now, and the distance might be the different ways in which an object might be removed 

from that point—in time, in space, in social distance, and in hypotheticality. Tope and Liberman 

(ibid.) argue that imagining the future entails mental construal, and the farther removed an 

object is from direct experience, the higher (more abstract) the level of construal of that object. It 

is therefore necessary to try to anchor the imagination of the future by participants in concrete 

ways. As a methodological design point, we focus on three ways in which this might be 

achieved – firstly by anchoring understanding of the future in an assessment of the past, second 

by comparing what participants think is likely to occur in the future (exploratory scenarios) with 

what they believe to be desirable (normative scenarios) and thirdly by limiting the timeframe 

across which they imagine such futures – i.e. by focusing upon short-term timeframes of around 

two decades into the future (which is considered "reasonable" given these mental constraints 

Tonn, Hemrick, & Conrad, 2006). 

The development of backcasting workshops 

The participatory process for data collection took the form of three deliberative workshops in 

Barcelona (September 2017), London (January 2018) and Munich (April 2018). The geographic 

focus differed in each case (Barcelona – nuclear power and civil society engagement in 

Southern Europe; London – northern Europe; Munich – Eastern Europe).  

In each case the workshops were to identify 5 individual elements of nuclear engagement 

futures: 

1) To imagine and identify key characteristics of nuclear engagement histories for the 

respective geographic region 

2) To predict likely engagement futures 

3) To identify and delineate desirable engagement futures 
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4) To analyse the steps required to achieve these futures 

5) To present potential policy/practice recommendations for achieving desirable futures.  

 

To operationalise this approach we utilised 4 methods: 

1) The River of Life methodology for examining nuclear engagement histories 

2) A deliberative concept mapping of engagement futures 

3) A backcasting method 

4) Dotmocracy™ for policy perspectives. 

 

In each case we give examples of the method and some initial indicative findings from the 

empirical data collected in the workshops themselves.  

The River of Life 

The River of Life method is a visual narrative method used in participatory planning practice to 

facilitate participants to discuss past, present and future of a project, idea or process. The aim is 

to build a shared view compiled from differing stakeholder perspectives. The River of Life 

focusses on drawing rather than text as a way to make sense of process change over time. It is 

useful in this context because groups did not share a common first language in each workshop.  

In practical terms a large roll of paper landscape oriented, sellotaped/blue tacked to a wall. 

There was digital recording of audio for each discussion. Post-its and different coloured pens 

were used to make the river-shaped diagram that becomes the focus of discussions.  

The cohort of each workshop was broken up into groups of up to 8 participants (Barcelona - 2 

groups, London – 3 groups, Munich - 2 groups). 

At each point we asked participants to consider:  

- How are different people or groups of people involved in decisions about nuclear power 

o Who is included and who is excluded, and why?  

- How are decisions made about nuclear power?  

o What decision-making processes are used, and why? 

- How have these things shaped the development of the nuclear industry over time? 
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The history of nuclear engagement in the respective countries for each workshop (primarily 

Spain, Portugal, and Greece in workshop 1 – Barcelona, UK and France in workshop 2, 

Germany in workshop 3).  

The river was drawn with “branching-out” to show where things diverge. For instance, if two 

different technologies are developed they might diverge, or if there is a change of government 

and a change of policy, that might be a split as well. Tributaries potentially joined a main river to 

show where different ideas become popular and part of ‘the mainstream’. Other features like 

lakes created dead ends. 

Facilitators took primary control of the drawing process with suggestions and amendments 

along the way from participants. The river mapped out the conversation that the participants 

took part in along the way.  

At various points milestones were added. In Munich these were added at the start, but in the 

other session they were added in along the way. Milestones included new policies, changes of 

direction, or a key event that influences the development of the nuclear industry. Example of 

rivers are shown in Figure below. 

 

Figure 6 - Practical exercise 

Analysis of the findings is ongoing – it requires examination of the transcribed findings from 

group discussions, paired with the documentary analysis from the workshop sessions (such as 

the case of figure). 

In terms of general observations there are some specific factors that have emerged in the 

common representations of nuclear history across the Barcelona, London and Munich 

workshops: 
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 The importance of early military technology development in promulgating the 

development of peaceful nuclear enterprise through Atoms for Peace, and Euratom 

specifically. Discussions revealed a common framing of nuclear in terms of divergence 

of civilian from military use. 

 Key actors were commonly identified as specific politicians – change was identified as a 

process of top-down political influence from charismatic and power leaders, rather than 

as a bottom-up grassroots initiatives, or party influence within government in many 

cases. 

 The development of specific utilities sectors over time, particularly the privatisation of 

electricity networks in the 1980s and 1990s (in Western Europe and Eastern Europe in 

particular) changed the patterns and configurations of engagement practices 

substantially. 

 Communicative practices around nuclear were subject (of course) to underlying political 

dynamics (principally the Cold War as an object of discussion) that influenced broader 

political engagement within civil society. 

 Factors such as trust in technical experts were highly differentiated across case 

countries, leading to different engagement practices.  

 Technology development and type has a strong influence upon engagement practices, 

and participants commonly interpret engagement practices as co-evolving with civilian 

nuclear technology types over time – i.e. cycles of engagement seem to change with 

different reactor types in the participants’ imagination.  

 

Afternoon session – River of life part 2. Projecting into the future  

13.30 (1 hour, 10 minutes) 

Set up 

 Audio recording of session 

 Paper to extend out the river of life to the future (this might mean repositioning the 

morning session’s work to make room). 

 4 colours of post-its 

 Marker pens 
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Objective 

In this session participants project their ideas of a future end state, first by projecting the future 

and then imagining an ideal future, specifically focusing upon different futures for nuclear 

technology, and how ideal forms of engagement might be achieved. It therefore has two parts – 

first participants are asked to imagine what is likely to happen, and then second what each 

wants to happen. 

We set a nominal end-point of 2050, though discussions over nuclear waste management in 

particular commonly extended beyond that period. 

Just as the past was drawn as a river, so too is the future.  

At the end of this session the aim is think about and discuss the desirable elements of these 

futures, and if they are undesirably how could they be changed?  

Different methods were tried, though in Munich the method of giving each participant a few 

post-it notes and asking them to individually and privately write down what their ideal nuclear 

engagement future looks like proved effective. We then asked them to consider again: 

- How are different people or groups of people involved in decisions about nuclear power 

o Who is included and who is excluded, and why?  

- How are decisions made about nuclear power?  

o What decision-making processes are used, and why? 

- How will these things shape the development of the nuclear industry in the future? 

 

The facilitator then grouped the noted together into a collective set where ideas presented are 

similar or related.  

These are then grouped and labelled as the ideal futures and put up on individual sheets at the 

far end (on the right) of a long sheet.  

As before, there analysis is an ongoing process, though there are some preliminary findings: 

 Imagined technology futures were country-specific. In Germany there was no imagined 

future for nuclear power – no identified scenario in which it would be restarted within the 

2050 time-frame, whereas in the UK nuclear power was imagined within an energy mix 

containing renewables (and potentially gas) as well.  
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 Climate change was a common feature of future imagined environments in which 

nuclear power was a key feature. Reducing resource dependency on fossil fuels 

(divestment) was a common supporting position in favour of new nuclear power.  

 In many cases nuclear was perceived as being outpaced by alternative technologies 

with shorter lead times to production within the 2050 period. 

 Democratic systems of control were imagined as continuing to the 2050 time frame and 

so decision-making practices were broadly imagined as involving aggregative modes of 

decision-making (commonly electoral voting and referenda) rather than deliberative 

models. 

 School education as a process of education was commonly mentioned – with a focus 

upon climate change and energy resource efficiency. 

 Engagement on nuclear power was commonly imagined in the context of broader public 

engagement with environmentally friendly futures. There was strong evidence of 

systems thinking in relating nuclear power to ecological futures in a broader sense.  

 

Backcasting ideal futures 

Backcasting is a process of taking the imagined futures that are desirable and working 

backwards (in this case from right to left across a broad sheet of paper) starting with the ideal 

future and then moving backwards towards the present. Of the ideal features presented around 

the room participants could choose to discuss any of them (this was facilitator guided).  

Participants had to consider three elements: 

 actions -  these can be new policies, new designs or technologies,  ideas,  protests,  

anything that people can do to make your ideal future happen. 

 actors -  i.e. individuals (inventors,  politicians,  representatives of non-governmental or 

civil society organisations),  or they can be organisations,  like government 

departments,  companies  or charities.  They are the ones that make reactions happen. 

 assumptions –  people are of course not  always free to act the way they want,  there 

are contextual factors that influence what they can do and how they do it.  The 

assumptions are these contextual factors, it could be assumptions about the state of the 

economy about the availability of certain resources, the political climate, etc. 

 

The links between these different elements were presented to the participants in a linear 

fashion, but facilitators were clear that it would likely be messier than that.  The aims was to put 
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together these different elements in a way that helps participants to think about the problem 

over time rather than trying to make a neat looking diagram.  

 

Present point  Assumption  Action  Actor  Action  Assumption Ideal future 

\       / 

Assumption  Actor  Action AssumptionAction 

\     / 

Action  Action AssumptionAction 

Figure 7 – Diagram 

Some examples of elements identified in the data include: 

Actions – development of new forms of environmental consciousness that reduce the need for 

energy consumption, new technological developments (G4 reactors) to electric cars and 

microrenewables, new waste management activities that reduce the social and financial 

burdens on local communities, new education campaigns, new scientific discoveries, new forms 

of political governance such as deliberative forums, participative/partnership models of decision-

making 

Actors – various individuals and collective action groups such as environmental NGOS, protest 

organisations etc were identified. Politicians as individuals showing leadership in energy policy 

development for low carbon generation were highlighted as important, as were regulatory 

agencies responsible for nuclear site safety and management decisions. Publics were identified 

as key players in most of the discussions, with a clear need for information, trust in experts and 

opportunity for meaningful participation over time commonly identified as key aspects of 

decision-making success. 

 Objective: Action planning and reflection 

The last task was a small group facilitated discussion using an approach to start action planning 

for implementing the backcasted visions of ideal nuclear engagement futures. The participants 

were instructed to discuss in small groups what personal actions each person can take to make 
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their ideal future happen, based upon the actions and assumptions listed for each, to reflect 

upon the barriers and enablers that influence their action and to rate one another ideas using a 

specific format. The process was finalised by distilling the action, actors and assumptions from 

the previous session into an action plan – a strategy that should be put into place to start the 

process of achieving the desired end state.  

Participants were instructed to look at the actions, actors and assumptions closest to the 

present. We then asked them to question “How can we start and then sustain a process that 

leads to your ideal future?: 

The last session used a method commonly referred to as “dotmocracy” shown in Figure _. In 

practice, a series of sheets were put on tables. Individuals were instructed to write potential 

plans, strategies or actions that could be taken by different stakeholders. There were then put 

around the room and each was instructed to ‘vote’ on them by marking approval or disapproval 

of the idea on the sheet – thus giving us some indication of the desirability of these actions. The 

signatures on the side are option, but they allow us to know ‘who thinks what’ – ie. what 

preferences different stakeholders within this workshop have.  

The outcomes of this process were many and varied in scope and in character, and analysis is 

ongoing to categorise and classify these different plans and the reactions of fellow participants.  

Some examples included: 

 Education campaigns around energy consumption 

 New forms of public partnership model for radioactive waste management decision-

making 

 Energy technology strategy groups for new nuclear technologies 

 Public information campaigns from government 

 Social media strategies for coordinating action amongst public actors.  
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9.3. Evaluation of the HoNESt stakeholder engagement events  

1. Introduction 

Three stakeholder engagements events were conducted for HoNEST in Barcelona (September 

2017), London (January 2018) and Munich (April 2018). These events included both a 

dissemination element, in which key findings from the project were communicated to 

stakeholders through presentations, and an interactive element, in which stakeholders were 

involved in a facilitated ‘backcasting’ exercise (for Workpackage 5). The Barcelona event took 

place over two days (or more accurately, one-and-a-half) and followed a ‘summer school’ at the 

University Pompeu Fabra; the London event (at the Science Museum) and the Munich event (at 

the Deutsches Museum) each took place over one day. See the previous sections of this report 

for more details including programs. In order to learn from these exercises, and to confirm the 

‘validity’ of their processes and findings, a light-touch evaluation was conducted, the learnings 

from which informed the nature and conduct of subsequent events. 

 

2. The Evaluation: Principles and Process 

‘Evaluation’ is an important concept given that engagement events tend to cost money (in this 

case, European taxpayers’ money) and can have significant policy implications. Generally 

speaking, evaluation is meant to provide some assurance to relevant parties (stakeholders, 

policy makers, tax payers, etc.) that a process is unbiased and of good quality. However, the 

concept of ‘quality’ is not a simple one, and is nuanced. In this section, the issue of ‘what is 

evaluation?’ is briefly explored.  

Just as there are uncertainties as to how best to conduct stakeholder engagement processes, 

there are uncertainties as to how best to evaluate these. One major area of debate in this area 

is whether it is possible to derive a generic evaluation framework that can be used to evaluate 

all instances of stakeholder engagement, or whether each instance of engagement is so 

specific in its aims that this is infeasible. Rowe and Frewer (2004) have argued for the former: 

they contest that, though the aims of any particular event might differ at one level, they are 
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similar at a higher level. That is, all instances of ‘stakeholder engagement’, and its relative, 

‘public engagement’, seek to achieve similar goals, and that similarity is part of what defines 

them. Various authors have sought, then, to stipulate what those common goals might be, 

defining ‘evaluation criteria’ against which the success or otherwise of any event might be 

judged.  

This is not the place to go into a review of different evaluative frameworks (although there are 

relatively few coherent examples of these). One framework, elaborated in Horlick-Jones, Rowe 

and Walls (2007), sees engagement events (whether involving stakeholders or the public) as 

information systems. They conceptualise the fundamental purpose of engagement as the 

efficient elicitation and combination of information from all parties involved to produce a 

comprehensive and accurate output (which may then be used by the event’s ‘sponsors’ in 

whichever way they please). Thus, they suggest that one way to view the effectiveness of any 

engagement event is according to the efficiency with which information enters, travels through, 

and emerges from it, and their concern is with recording barriers – structural, behavioural (etc.) 

– that can lead to ‘information loss’ (where some of the entirety of theoretically relevant 

information is omitted, corrupted, mistranslated). The theoretically relevant information 

comprises all that which might have a bearing on understanding (and potentially resolving) the 

issue about which the engagement is concerned. The emphasis on identifying places of 

information loss (poor ‘information translation’) emerges because the full nature of theoretically 

relevant information cannot practically be known (i.e. and hence, Horlick-Jones et al have not 

suggested attempting to detail it – for to detail it would essentially be to solve the problem that 

the engagement is addressing). Efficient information translation therefore relies upon the 

presence in an engagement event of all appropriate stakeholders (who may or may not include 

the public) that potentially have information relevant to the problem. It requires a clear 

presentation of the problem, and all associated facts, to those participants from the ‘sponsors’ 

(or the ‘organisers’, when these are contractors for the sponsors). It requires the availability of a 

suitable environment in which dialogue can take place between the relevant stakeholders 

(suitable in terms of physical and time resources, and in terms of efficient process management, 

such as through one or more facilitators). And it requires suitable methods and resources to 

accurately and comprehensively record and combine the output from the dialogue between the 

stakeholders. This is the conceptual idea behind the current evaluation. 

It is also important to note, however, that the different parties involved in any event may have 

differing understandings as to what makes that event efficient or a ‘success’. One approach to 

dealing with this issue is to essentially ask the different parties involved what they think of the 

event using open, un-framed questions (establishing the participants’ implicit evaluation 

criteria). This is an approach that Rowe and colleagues have used in a number of major past 

engagement events – in EU projects and elsewhere – usually finding that participant criteria do 
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indeed mirror the main concepts of ‘information translation’ though often using different 

expressions and language.  

For this project, because the evaluation was not foreseen as a specific and significant activity, 

and because the evaluator (Rowe) was also a member of the organising team and was actively 

involved in the facilitation of the events, the evaluation was limited to an analysis of participant 

responses to a standard questionnaire (see Appendix 1). In a full-scale evaluation using this 

framework, the evaluator would normally provide additional commentary based upon use of an 

observation protocol as well as commentary based on an analysis of event-related documents, 

but these activities would be time-consuming and methodologically questionable because of the 

evaluator’s potential ‘vested interests’ in the success of the events. The questionnaire 

(Appendix 1) includes a number of questions asking about aspects of ‘information translation’, 

as well as some more pointed questions about participants’ beliefs on the success of the event 

in which they took part, plus open questions from which implicit evaluation criteria might be 

established. This questionnaire is based upon one used in past projects (e.g. the EU projects 

VOICES and INPROFOOD) that has been found to be useful; it is deliberately brief, in 

recognition of the practical difficulty in asking participants to complete long questionnaires at the 

end of an event and in recognition of the fact that sending such a questionnaire to be completed 

and returned at a later date invariably yields a very low response rate.  

 

3. Responses to the Participant Questionnaire 

The participant questionnaire was handed out to all participants at the end of the three 

stakeholder events, with a request that they be completed then and there. About 10 minutes 

was allowed in the respective programs for this, although participants could, of course, spend 

longer if they wished to do so. Typically, however, participants tended to spend less time than 

allotted, with a number leaving before they could complete the questionnaire (which is usual in 

such events). Eleven completed questionnaires were attained from each event, giving 33 

responses in total. These represented approximately two-thirds of participants attending the 

events (accurate numbers are difficult to confirm, given that some registered participants did not 

attend while some non-registered participants did, and furthermore, at the Barcelona event a 

number of participants related to the project and attending to help with the prior summer school 

also stayed to take part).  

The first set of questions asked participants whether they believed that they had received 

important information of various types, such as what the event was about, whether the aims 

were clearly specified, and whether participants believed that those attending were appropriate 

for the event (the latter question indicates the presence/ absence of other needed information, 

rather than anything about information communication by the organisers). All of these are 
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important aspects, arguably needed by participants so that they have adequate information 

about their roles and what is expected of them. Put another way, it is difficult to argue that the 

absence of such information would in any way be beneficial to participants and the process - 

that is, the absence of such information is at best neutral, at worst, negative. 

Table 7 summarises the answers to the first set of questions. Participants were generally clear 

what the events were about before attending, although there was significant uncertainty at the 

first event (Barcelona), with several participants indicating that they were not clear about event 

aims, and this led to changes in program design when advertising the subsequent events (to 

better manage expectations). Clarity in the statement of aims at the outset of events was also 

generally good, again evolving across the three events, so that by the final one (Munich) the 

team had improved their communication style and content (note the dip from Barcelona to 

London, which was caused by a change of event style that reduced clarity of purpose regarding 

the balance between information dissemination and the dialogue element).  

The second two questions in Table 7 dealt with informing participants about why they and 

others had been invited to attend the events, and on this matter there was considerably greater 

uncertainty. This is perhaps understandable, as invitations were generic through various lists 

and contacts rather than through direct personal invitations and so the recruitment drive varied 

across events, with anyone wishing to attend being allowed to do so. Nevertheless, the process 

of explaining the recruitment process to participants – largely to assuage potential concerns that 

there might have been a biased selection process – could have been improved. 

Table 7 - Responses to questions about provided information 

Question Barcelona (N=11) London (N=11) Munich (N=11) 

Was it clear from the 

information you were 

sent prior to the 

event what the 

workshop was 

about? 

Yes =        45.5%  

Unsure = 27.3% 

No =        27.3% 

Yes =        63.6%  

Unsure = 36.4% 

No =        0% 

 

Yes =        63.6%  

Unsure = 36.4% 

No =        0% 

At the start of the 

workshop, were the 

aims clearly 

specified? 

Yes =        72.7%  

Unsure = 9.1% 

No =         9.1% 

Blank  =   9.1% 

 

Yes =        63.6% 

Unsure = 27.3% 

No =         9.1% 

 

Yes =        91.0%  

Unsure = 9.1% 

No =        0% 
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Was it clear to you 

from the information 

you were sent prior to 

the event why YOU 

were invited? 

Yes =        36.4%  

Unsure = 18.2% 

No =         18.2% 

Blank =    27.3% 

 

Yes =        45.5%  

Unsure = 27.3% 

No =         9.1%% 

Blank =    18.2%  

Yes =        54.5%  

Unsure = 36.4% 

No =         0% 

Blank =    9.1%  

Was it made clear to 

you how the 

participants for this 

event were selected? 

Yes =        18.2%  

Unsure = 45.5% 

No =         36.4% 

 

Yes =        18.2%  

Unsure = 9.1% 

No =         63.6% 

Blank =    9.1% 

Yes =       36.4%  

Unsure = 9.1% 

No =         45.5% 

Blank =    9.1% 

 

The issue of the balance of attendees is important, and so a further question asked: “Do you 

think the audience was appropriate for this event?” Participants were also invited to suggest 

participants who should have been present but were not. This issue has a bearing on the 

effectiveness of information translation, as missing or inappropriate participants can ensure that 

some important information is absent the discussions or, in the latter case, that irrelevant 

information is present instead. At the Barcelona event, 82% replied that they thought the 

audience was appropriate; at London this was only 36.4%, and at Munich the figure was back to 

82% (all other respondents at the three events responded that they were ‘uncertain’, save for 

one at Barcelona who answered ‘no’). This suggests that there may have been some issues 

with the London event. Answers to the open question help elaborate on this matter – at least on 

notable omissions: 

 Six respondents from Barcelona answered this question, with two noting industrial or 

practitioner stakeholders who might have been invited (e.g. nuclear engineers), two 

suggesting participants from other countries (Spain and Italy) and two providing the 

actual names of important experts; 

 Six respondents from London answered, giving a wide list of omissions, including: 

government representatives/regulators (mentioned by four), NGOs (mentioned by two), 

nuclear operators, media representatives, NIA representation, members of the public, 

named individuals, and a broader gender/racial/cultural mix; 

 Four respondents from Munich answered, mentioning media representatives, NGOs, a 

wider range of stakeholders (generically) and more participants from outside Germany. 

The frequent naming of government/regulator omissions at London suggests that this may have 

been the main source of uncertainty about the completeness of stakeholders there. Of course, 

some of these stakeholders are more difficult to access and convince to attend events such as 
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this than others, but these answers are helpful in thinking on future events and indicating 

perspectives that might not be fully included in dialogic element.  

The second component of the translation model concerns how information is elicited from the 

participants within the engagement process (as opposed to being communicated to the 

participants by the organisers and, to a degree, by other participants). Good translation requires 

information to be fully and fairly elicited from all participants, so that it becomes available for 

consideration by other participants. Aspects of the design of an event, and how it is enacted 

(e.g. moderated) can help or hinder such elicitation and the free flow of that information within 

the system. Several questions addressed this aspect. 

Two questions asked participants their views on whether they had been given adequate 

opportunity to talk – i.e. to provide information to the organisers/sponsors/other participants in 

return for (and in response to) the information that they had received. Table 8 records the 

responses to these. When asked whether they had the opportunity to say what they wanted to 

say, participants were generally positive, especially in the Barcelona and Munich events, where 

those who answered either indicated that they had said ‘all’ or ‘most’ of what they had wanted to 

say. The London event appeared somewhat different: although still positive overall, those 

indicating they had said ‘all’ was matched by those who had only said ‘a little’ (‘most’ was the 

dominant response). In this case, the presence of one highly dogmatic and knowledgeable 

individual within one of the break-out groups could have accounted for this (indeed, subsequent 

comments suggest that this was at least partly the reason). This demonstrates the need for firm 

facilitation of group discussions but also shows how one or two voluble individuals can 

unbalance discussion leading to ‘information loss’. With respect to time availability, again there 

was an anomaly: those in Barcelona and Munich generally felt that discussion time was 

sufficient, but in London there was an almost even split between those who were positive and 

those who were negative.  

Table 8 - Responses to questions about opportunity to contribute 

Question Barcelona (N=11) London (N=11) Munich (N=11) 

During the event, did 

you have the 

opportunity to have 

your say? 

I said: 

All…  =         54.5% 

Most...  =    36.4% 

A little… =   0% 

Nothing… = 0% 

Blank =        9.1% 

I said: 

All…  =        18.2%        

Most… =     63.6% 

A little… =  18.2% 

Nothing… = 0% 

 

I said: 

All…  =         54.5% 

Most...  =    36.4% 

A little… =   0% 

Nothing… = 0% 

Blank =        9.1% 

Was there sufficient Yes =        72.7%  Yes =        54.5% Yes =        72.7%  
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time to discuss all that 

needed to be 

discussed? 

Unsure = 18.2% 

No  =        9.1% 

 

Unsure = 0% 

No =        45.5% 

 

Unsure = 9.1% 

No =        9.1% 

Blank =   9.1% 

 

 

Two open questions attempted to elaborate on where there were gaps in discussions. One 

question asked: “Do you think there were any significant issues that were NOT discussed, but 

which should have been? What were these?” From Barcelona, a couple or respondents 

suggested that time was an issue generally, but in terms of specific issues the only ones named 

were: ‘the role of circular planning on energy policies and the growing scarcity of raw materials 

and its role on the geopolitics and therefore on energy reliability’; ‘waste management’; ‘the 

relation between nuclear and space (deep space, solar system) exploration’, and ‘other 

potential generation’. In London, the issues mentioned were: ‘learning from other countries (the 

workshop was solely UK focused)’; ‘climate change and… the urgent need for decarbonisation’; 

‘phase out’; ‘public and stakeholder engagement in nuclear and new build and radioactive waste 

decisions’; ‘good practice/lessons learned’ from the country-by-country comparisons (mentioned 

by two); ‘energy system issues’, and, generally, ‘more about what the project has found’. In 

Munich there were fewer concerns: one noted general time limitations, one asked about ‘public 

opinion versus public opinion in the media’, and two others suggested expanding consideration 

beyond Germany and comparing to other Eastern European/European countries.  

A related follow-up question asked “Were there any significant issues raised at the workshop 

that were not resolved? If so, what issues were these?” In Barcelona, the topics identified were: 

‘repositories’; ‘the uncertainty of climate change events on the organisation of countries’ 

relationships and social change’; ‘new technology (rather a black hole that we don’t know much 

about)’; ‘how democracy should work when thinking about the future of nuclear society 

(representative vs direct democracy)’; ‘the difficult relationship between (democratic) 

government and public (that is not homogeneous)’; and ‘the level of involvement of public(s) in 

RWM’. A couple of participants suggested that most issues were ‘unresolved’ because of limited 

time. In London, identified topics included: ‘need for new reactor demonstration projects’; 

‘comparative learning from the country reports’ (noted by two); and ‘instrumetalised bias’. Three 

other participants suggested that there were general issues with timing, the discussion going 

off-topic, or there not being the relevant stakeholders (possibly policy makers) to ensure 

something useful would emerge from the discussions. And in Munich, the topics mentioned 

were limited to waste (mentioned by two participants) and implementing future visions (with a 

couple more noting how time limitations curtailed resolving issues fully).   
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Of course, time was limited at all of these events for pragmatic reasons, as it can be difficult to 

gain attendance of important stakeholders over more than one day, and hence not everything in 

the complex domain of nuclear energy in society (across many countries) could be discussed. 

Nevertheless, the issues identified above, over the three events, are worth bearing in mind as 

potential targets for further dialogue. 

Another issue concerned with good translation is the adequacy with which participants’ views 

are understood and recorded by event organisers. One important process that often takes place 

in engagement events may be termed the ‘summing-up’; it occurs when the moderator reflects 

back to the participants what they believe the participants have been saying - as a kind of 

validity check – or the participants themselves report back what was discussed in their groups. 

Sometimes such ‘summing-up’ occurs at the end of an event, sometimes after every section 

(question/ exercise) of an event… and sometimes it just does not take place at all (and in such 

cases - we would argue - this is generally a mistake, as it means a good opportunity for allowing 

participants to clarify their views or contest interpretations is missed). One question asked: “Do 

you think the summing up accurately reflected what was discussed at the workshop?” There 

was a distinct difference between the three events here: in Barcelona and Munich, participants 

were positive (in Barcelona, 82% answered ‘yes’ with the rest ‘uncertain’, while in Munich, all 

those who answered – seven of 11 – answered ‘yes’), while responses in London were 

equivocal. In London, nearly half (45.5%) answered that there had been ‘no summing up’, while 

the remainder were evenly split between the other options (yes/uncertain/no – 18.2% for each). 

Indeed, in London the tight schedule did mean that there had been no summing up at the end of 

the event per se (there may have been elements of summing-up within the different break-out 

discussion groups), and discussions within the organising team afterwards revealed an 

unhappiness about this that led to a revision of the program for the Munich event to ensure that 

there would be scope for this activity (arguably demonstrating how evaluation, or at least self-

reflection, can lead to enhanced event design).     

A trio of questions asked more directly about the participants’ opinions about the events. Table 

9 shows the responses. In response to the question, ‘overall, do you think the workshop was 

well run?’, not a single participant over the three events answered ‘no’, and in fact, for the 

Munich event, every respondent answered ‘yes’. Again, in terms of ‘satisfaction’, the large 

majority over all three events described themselves as either ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ satisfied, with only 

the London event really revealing any dissention to this. In London, around one-third of 

respondents indicated that they were ‘neither satisfied nor dissatisfied’ (a neutral rating), with a 

solitary respondent giving a negative rating (‘not very satisfied’). In terms of ‘expectations’, the 

London event was again the least positively rated overall (two respondents indicated that the 

event had not lived up to their expectations), with Munich the most positive.  
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Attached to these closed questions were a number of open questions asking respondents to 

describe reasons for any negative evaluations. In line with the general positivity, there were few 

responses to these. One respondent from Barcelona suggested that the workshop attempted to 

debate ‘too wide (a) topic’, with another saying they expected more in-depth analysis (these 

issues clearly being two sides to a single problem). A single respondent from Munich also 

expected more analysis of the ‘whys’ as opposed to just the ‘whats’. From London there were 

more responses: one respondent suggested that ‘there was a lack of clarity in communicating 

the purpose, aims and desired outcomes of the workshop… (and) it was not clear how the 

outputs of the workshop would be used’; another suggested that ‘the opening presentation was 

good but the workshops were problematic as they did not follow on from the comparative atomic 

history profiles’; and another wrote of a ‘late start; inconsistent timekeeping’. In terms of 

expectations, one London participant ‘expected more on the country-by-country comparisons’ 

and another expected (or wanted) ‘more time to be devoted to discussing the future’. 

All-in-all these are a good set of results and suggest that the participants viewed the events 

positively, with a slight dissention in London, where the organisers had attempted to reduce a 

one-and-half day event (from Barcelona) into a single day, and clearly did not do so perfectly, 

although the learning from that event led to further tweaks to the program and processes 

leading to very positive responses from participants from the final event. 

Table 9 - Responses to general evaluative questions 

Question Barcelona (N=11) London (N=11) Munich (N=11) 

Overall, do you think 

the workshop was 

well run? 

Yes =        82.0%  

Unsure = 18.2% 

No =        0% 

Yes =        63.6%  

Unsure = 36.4% 

No =         0% 

 

Yes =        100%  

Unsure = 0% 

No =        0% 

How satisfied were 

you with the event 

overall? 

Very =         63.6% 

Fairly =        36.4% 

Neither =    0% 

Not very =  0% 

Not at all = 0%  

Very =         27.3% 

Fairly =        27.3% 

Neither =    36.4% 

Not very =  9.1% 

Not at all = 0% 

Very =         27.3% 

Fairly =        72.7% 

Neither =    0% 

Not very =  0% 

Not at all = 0% 

Did the event live up 

to your expectations? 

Yes =        63.6%  

Unsure = 27.3% 

No =         9.1% 

 

Yes =        54.5%  

Unsure = 27.3% 

No =         18.2% 

 

Yes =        82.0%  

Unsure = 18.2% 

No =         0% 
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The first two sets of questions considered the flow of information to participants and the flow of 

information from (and between) participants within the workshop process (and another set 

looked at general perceptions of how the event was run). At the end of the process there arises 

the issue as to what will happen to the results/outputs, and what impact these may have – on 

the participants themselves, and on wider events – such as European policy. From an 

information translation perspective, if the results from the process are gathered into a report, but 

then nothing further arises from this, then information loss might be considered total, with the 

project being deemed a failure irrespective of how well an event had gone. Of course, impact is 

difficult to judge at this stage and often emerges well beyond the end of a project such as 

HoNEST. At this stage all that can be considered is immediate impact, and potential or desired 

impact. In the participant questionnaire, several questions addressed these matters, and Table 

4 summarises the results from the three workshops. 

One clear sign of impact is whether participants were in some way changed as a consequence 

of their involvement in the event. One issue is whether participants learnt anything from the 

workshop. Therefore one question asked: “Did you learn much from the workshop?” Almost all 

respondents indicated that they had either learnt ‘a lot’ or ‘a little’ (with Barcelona respondents 

particularly positive), with just a couple of respondents to the London event indicating that they 

were ‘unsure’ about whether they had learnt anything new (and none declared that they had 

learnt nothing). The higher figure for Barcelona perhaps reflects the fact that this event took 

place over one-and-a-half days (rather than one) and also followed on from a summer school, 

so it may be that some participants were thinking about the wider set of activities rather than the 

workshop per se. In general, these are a good set of figures, bearing in mind that participants 

comprised expert stakeholders and not simply members of the public, and hence these could be 

expected to already have deep knowledge on the issue at hand. 

Table 10 - Responses to questions about immediate or expected impact 

Question Barcelona (N=11) London (N=11) Munich (N=11) 

Did you learn much 

from the workshop? 

A lot  =      54.5%  

A little =   45.5% 

Unsure =  0% 

Nothing = 0% 

A lot  =      9.1%  

A little =   72.7% 

Unsure =  18.2% 

Nothing = 0% 

A lot  =      18.2%  

A little =   72.7% 

Unsure =  0% 

Nothing = 0% 

Blank =     9.1% 

Did participation in 

this event change 

Considerably = 9.1%  

Some =              

Considerably = 0%  

Some =              

Considerably = 0%  

Some =              
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your views on the 

issues in any way? 

45.5% 

Unsure =           

18.2% 

No =                   

27.3% 

 

45.5% 

Unsure =           

18.2% 

No =                   

36.4% 

 

27.3% 

Unsure =           

27.3% 

No =                   

36.4% 

Blank =              9.1% 

Do you think this 

event will have any 

influence on relations 

between nuclear 

industry and society? 

Yes =        36.4%  

Unsure = 45.5% 

No =         18.2% 

% 

 

Yes =        45.5%  

Unsure = 36.4% 

No =         18.2%% 

 

Yes =        0%  

Unsure = 45.5% 

No =         45.5% 

Blank =    9.1%  

 

Another question looked at a further sign of event impact, asking participants “Did participation 

in this event change your views on the issues in any way?” The answers shown in Table 10 do 

show some significant impact: although no one indicated that their views had changed 

‘considerably’ (which would not be expected in a set of expert stakeholders) between a quarter 

to a half suggested that they had changed their views at least ‘a little’, with around a quarter to a 

third at each event declaring that they had not changed their views in any way. On the whole, 

this suggests that some of the information being exchanged within the workshops was 

compelling – indeed, an open question additionally asked: “What information (from speakers, 

from written material, from other participants, etc.) did you think was particularly influential on 

your views?” Respondents gave a wide variety of answers to this across the events, which 

tended to be of one of two types: some cited a particular medium of communication (either 

general or specific) as of main influence, whereas others cited a particular piece of information 

as key. Occasionally the initial presentations were noted as highly influential (or the speakers 

who gave them), or the group discussions were cited instead (or the views of ‘other participants’ 

within these). In terms of specific pieces of information that were influential, these included 

information on different countries’ perceptions/ priorities and information about stakeholder 

engagement/public involvement.   

Finally here, one question asked: “Do you think this event will have any influence on relations 

between nuclear industry and society?” Here, there was a curious imbalance across the events: 

most of those at Barcelona and even London answered ‘yes’ or were unsure, whereas 

respondents from Munich were far more sceptical: not one answered ‘yes’, and respondents 

were essentially split between those that were ‘unsure’ and those that thought no influence 

would occur. An open aspect to this question asked respondents to explain their responses. 
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One of the main issues of concern was the uncertain ‘channels of influence’ from this project to 

policy makers, or as one put it, ‘it depends on how the final output will be delivered to whom’, or 

as another noted, it will ‘depend to some degree on (the) target audience for results and 

conclusions and on how they are communicated, published - (whether) widely or not.’ This view 

was expressed by participants from all three events.  Other concerns from Munich in particular 

were that there were imbalances in those present that might undermine influence – such as too 

many German stakeholders (or indeed, inappropriate German stakeholders, with important 

experts being deterred because the event was in English), and too few representatives of 

industry (who would need to be involved). One respondent also noted sceptically that ‘nuclear 

energy is a very complex subject which is mostly held on an emotional level… facts are often 

not taken into account.’ On the positive side, a couple of respondents, though questioning the 

potential influence of their workshop, did suggest that the project as a whole might still have 

influence.  

In summary, the workshops had various impacts on participants in the sense of providing them 

with new knowledge, while a significant proportion suggested that their minds had been 

changed to some degree. In terms of impact on wider policy, this, of course, cannot be judged 

at this point, and respondents’ views were in the part conditional (i.e. it might have impact under 

certain conditions). The ultimate impact of this process on policy making cannot be determined 

in this short evaluation, but is ultimately needed to help judge the overall success of the 

HoNEST project. 

The questions in the participant questionnaire discussed so far are informed by a theoretical 

concept as to what makes a good stakeholder or public dialogue (essentially, good information 

translation), along with a concern about event influence (which is seen as the necessary 

outcome of good translation of public dialogue aims). However, it is useful to ask participants in 

their own words what they have found good and bad about an event, as this can reveal 

alternative conceptualisations of the ‘effectiveness’ issue. The questionnaire therefore included 

three additional open questions that asked “Overall, what was the best thing about the 

workshop?”, “Overall, what was the worst thing about the workshop?”, and “How do you think 

an event like this could be improved if something similar was run in the future?” 

There were a number of common themes in response to the ‘pros’ question - answered by most 

respondents and repeated over the three different events. These themes were:  

 Meeting/debating with people with different views (the inter-disciplinarity of 

stakeholders) 

 Brainstorming/thinking of new things 

 The focus on openness 
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 Different aspects of the process (the HoNEST video, backcasting, the ‘river of life’, and 

particularly the group discussions) 

 Catching up with an existing network 

 Learning/hearing certain facts/perspectives (e.g. ‘best practice principles’, the history of 

UK nuclear power, short country reports) 

 

Interestingly, these issues generally speak to learning, the exchange of information, the 

processes by which information exchange was enabled, and the nature of the people 

(information sources) involved – all of which concepts easily overlap with the ‘information 

translation’ perspective taken in this evaluation.   

With respect to the cons, slightly fewer responses were attained, but these were of a greater 

variety than the ‘pros’ and seemed more specific to the different workshops. The negative 

themes noted (with event location in brackets) were: 

 The need to move around for the group sessions (Barcelona) 

 Too diverse and not concrete enough (Barcelona) 

 Difficult to image the future (Barcelona) 

 Too focused on ideals without recognising (societal) realities (Barcelona) 

 Lack of clarity about overall purpose and outcomes (London) 

 Discontinuity between the dissemination and workshop elements (London) 

 One person dominating discussion/ ‘interfering’ with opposed arguments (London) 

 Non-relevant contributions (London) 

 Not enough discussion of nuclear ‘proliferation’/disarmament (London) 

 Unclear at the outset that discussions would focus on Germany/too German orientated 

(Munich) 

 No milk for the coffee (Munich) 

 Too little time to design energy futures (Munich) 

 Not enough information on findings of HoNEST (Munich) 

Several of these points are about practical issues (coffee, moving between rooms) that in a way 

are gratifying (if these were the worst things about the events, then the events must have been 

quite good!), but most, once more, refer to issues related to information and the context of its 

exchange – that is, concerning time limitations, lack of specificity, too much or too little 

information on a particular topic, disruptive individuals, and so on. Arguably, two main 

conclusions can be drawn from this list: the first is that the information translation perspective is 

an apt one to use for evaluating engagement, and the second is that participants generally had 
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few complaints about the events in which they took part (which mirrors the previous generally 

positive evaluations).  

With regards how to improve the workshops, the suggestion made largely followed on from 

identified criticisms, and will not be discussed in any detail here. However, for reference, and to 

help inform the design and conduct of similar events in future, the suggestions were: 

 Involve more stakeholders from large industries, as well as decision makers at a local, 

regional, national and international level (more diversity of participants) (Barcelona, 

Munich) 

 More time e.g. over a second day (Barcelona, London, Munich) 

 More/clearer information about aims at an earlier time (Barcelona, London) 

 More information on profiles of attendees before the event, and information on their 

motivation to attend (Barcelona, London) 

 Make more focused  (Barcelona, London)  

 Concentrate on history, not future (London) 

 Language translation (from English) so more appropriate stakeholders can be involved 

(Munich) 

 Include more countries (Munich) 

 

4. Discussion 

This brief report describes a small evaluation of the three stakeholder engagement events 

conducted in HoNEST as part of WP6 (including the backcasting exercises of WP5). Because 

the evaluation has not been conducted by an independent third party, it has been deliberately 

restricted to participant views as collected through a questionnaire completed by approximately 

two-thirds of the participants from the three events – i.e. without third party commentary or 

analysis. Such an approach can, in itself, be problematic, as it relies upon the opinions of 

people who may not necessarily appreciate the background to an event or its limitations (such 

as temporal and financial). Furthermore, the reader needs to recognise that participants are not 

necessarily omniscient or fair in their assessments. People can be short-sighted, opinionated, 

distracted, ignorant, political, and even just unpleasant. Thus, to read too much into negative 

responses from one or two individuals (participants) would be inappropriate. However, when a 

number of participants come up with similar arguments, then it is as least worth considering 

what their issues are and what might be done about them! In the current case, however, there 

seems little to fear: the three different workshops were generally well received, seen as 

interesting opportunities to learn about the topic of nuclear energy and society - and to 
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exchange views with stakeholders from different domains - in an open environment using a 

variety of interesting processes. Although a number of problems were noted, these did not 

seem to be major, and the organising team showed some learning throughout the event series, 

amending and improving the events from the first to the last – where they could! However, two 

significant issues will always bedevil events such as these: the first is simply that of time, as 

complex discussions invariably need, or could benefit from, much more time than busy and 

important stakeholders can conceivably give; and the second is the numbers and diversity of 

stakeholders attending, the recruitment of which is plagued by various practical difficulties – not 

least identifying relevant, well-resourced, diverse stakeholder who coincidentally can attend a 

particular event at a particular time. These issues, however, are not unique to HoNEST and its 

interests, and play a role in limiting the efficacy of most, if not all, significant pieces of 

stakeholder engagement. 
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Evaluation Questionnaire 

Dear Participant, 

Thank you for having taken part in the workshop. We would now like to ask you a few questions 

about it as part of our evaluation of this project; we would be extremely grateful if you could 

complete this questionnaire. Please be assured that your responses will be treated 

anonymously. Although we ask for your name below, this is just so that we can make contact 

with you again for the evaluation (with your permission). Your name will not be cited in any 

evaluation report or associated with any comment you make here. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

 

1. What is your name?  

 

2. What is your affiliation? 
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3. Was it clear from the information you were sent prior to the event what the workshop 

was about? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

4. At the start of the workshop, were the aims clearly specified? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

5. Was it clear to you from the information you were sent prior to the event why YOU were 

invited? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

6. Was it made clear to you how the participants for this event were selected? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

7. Do you think the audience was appropriate for this event?  

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

If there were there any notable absentees, who were these? 

 

8. During the event, did you have the opportunity to have your say? 

I said all I wanted to say      

I said most of what I wanted to say     

I was only able to say a little of what I wanted to say   
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I didn’t get a chance to say anything    

 

9. Was there sufficient time to discuss all that needed to be discussed? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

10. Do you think there were any significant issues that were NOT discussed, but which 

should have been? What were these? 

 

11. Were there any significant issues raised at the workshop that were not resolved? If so, 

what issues were these? 

 

12. Did you learn much from the workshop? 

I learnt a lot of new things    

I learnt a few new things    

I’m not sure I learnt anything new   

No, I did not learn anything new    

 

13. Did participation in this event change your views on the issues in any way? 

Yes, I changed my views considerably    

Yes, I changed my views to some degree    

I’m not sure whether I changed my views or not   

No, I did not change my views in any way   

 

14. What information (from speakers, from written material, from other participants, etc.) did 

you think was particularly influential on your views? 
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15. Do you think the summing-up accurately reflected what was discussed at the 

workshop?  

Yes      

No     

Unsure     

There was no summing up  

If not, what do you think was missed or misconstrued? 

 

 

 

16. Overall, do you think the workshop was well run? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

If you said ‘no’, what was the main problem? 

 

17. How satisfied were you with the event overall? 

Very satisfied      

Fairly satisfied     

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied  

Not very satisfied     

Not at all satisfied    

Unsure      

 

 

18. Do you expect any feedback from the event? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

 

 

19. Did the event live up to your expectations?  

Yes    

No   
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Unsure   

If not, why not? 

 

20. Do you think this event will have any influence on relations between nuclear industry 

and society? 

Yes    

No   

Unsure   

Please explain your response. 

 

21. Overall, what was the best thing about the workshop? 

 

22. Overall, what was the worst thing about the workshop? 

 

23. How do you think an event like this could be improved if something similar was run in 

the future? 

 

Once again, thank you for your time. Please hand your completed questionnaire to the event 

organizer when you leave. 

 

 

 

 


